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FOREWORD
.

lifit 1949 Invitational Conference on Testing
ProbleMs wasAtnthusiastically received by those
who were present. Since, the excellent papers°
that were presented deserve a wider audience,
they are being publishedin full, and along with
them, the discussion from the 'floor that followed
the formal presentations.

To Oscar K. Buros, who selected ti:e topics,
invited tile participants, and conducted the meet-
ing, goes ,full credit, for the success of the con-
ference. I would like to take this opportunity to
express our grateful appreciation to him and to
the speakers.

5

HENRY' CHAUNCEY, President,

Educatioaal Jesting Service

0
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PREFACE
The -1949 Inviiational Conference
on. Testing Problems, 'sponsored by
the Educational Teiting Service, was
held at the Roosevelt Hotel in Ne*
York City on October 29, 1949. This
conference was 'Attended by more
than two hundred educators, psychol-
ogists, and personnel workers inter-
estetin-Imeasureinent and evaluation ;

techniques.
In preparing the program, an

tempt was made to select topics some-
what controversial in nature. Such
topics appeared 'especially appropriate,
since it has always been customary at
the Invitational Conferences to allot
considerable titpe for questions and
criticisms from the audience. The top-
ks were selected only after consulta-
"lob with persons representing other
viewpoints in testingi the final respon-
sibility, however, for the'. selection .of
lopics and speakers was my own.

The following three topics were se-
lected for the conference program:.

(1) Influence of Cultural Back-
ground on Test Performance

(2) Uses and Limitations of Fac-
tor Analysis in Psychological
Research

(5) Information Which Should
Be Pro;fided by Test Publish-
ers and Testing Agencies on
the Valklity and Use of Their
Tests

It was felt that these topics tepre-
sented a sufficiently wide raage to
permit all conference .partiCipants to
find at least a part of the program of
interest and value.

Speakers were selected so as to rep-
resent a variety of 'viewpoints. We

were especially foitunatu that two dis-
tinguished British psychologius, H. J.
Eysenck and William Stephenson,
were in this country at the time of
the conference and agreed to present
papers. An effort was made to elm
speakers who had not been on the con-
ference programs in'recent years. In
retrospect, I think that I should have
invited a representative of a test pub-
libber to present a paper on "Informa-
tion Which Should Be Peovided by
Xvt Publishers and Testing Agencies
on the Validity arl Use of Thbir
Tests." Thii omission on my/part is
especially interesting, since the confer-
ence wat iponsored by the nation's
largest test-construction and test-pub-
lishing Organization. It speikswell for
the Educational Testing Service that
it made no attempt to influence me
one way or the other in the selection
of the topic for Panel III and in the
selection of speakers. '

I shall not attempt to summarize
or assess & individual papers. In my
opinion, all of the papers were of ex-
ceptionally high quality. This publica-
tion of the papers will permit others to
evaluate the material for thlmselves.

I wish to expresi my gratitude to
the speakers, to the discussants, to the
numerous persons attending the con-
ference, and to the Educational Test-
ing Service for its sponsorship and
efficient handling of ,the conference.
I hope that the Educational Testing
Service will continue to give us many
more "Invitational Confere...ces on
Testing Problems."

OSCAR K. Buaos, Chairman
1949 Conference
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Some implications of Cultural Factors
for Test Construction

ANNE .ANASTASI

ANY discussion of the influence of cul-
tural background on test performance
involves at least two distinct questions.
First, to wilat extent is test perform-
ance determined' by cultural factors?
Secondly, what shall we do about it?

In considering the firet question, it
is important to Mmespber at the outset
that culture is not synonymous with
environment. Although this diutinction
should be obvious, some writers ap-
parendy forget it when drawing con-
clusions about heredity and environ-
ment. For example, eiwironmental
factors may produce structural defi-
ciencies which in turn lead to certain
types oi feeblemindedness. Recent re-
search on such conditions as Mongol-
ism, microcephaly, hydrocephaly, and'
intiacranial birth lesions hen yielded
a growing Podt .of evideito..4 for the
role of prenatal environmental' factors
in the development of these conditions.
Y4t these types of mental deficiency
would certainly not be classified as
cultural in their etiology. Nor are they
remediable in the individual case by
education or by the manipulation of
other cultural factors. Of course, the
environmental 'factors leading to the
development of theee structural defi-
ciencies may themselves be culturally
influenced in the long run. Some day,

we may know enough about then to
control' them through maternal nutri-
tion, prenatsl medical care, and the
like. But cuch,,factors would repreeent
ag itsdkect cultural influence on be-
havior, mediated by structural defi-
ciencies. Moreover, any such improve-
ment in conditions could have
only a long- ge effect and would
not help the individual in whom the
structurd deficiency is already present. .

Cultural factors do, however, affect
the individual's behirior in many di-
rect ways. Psychologists are coming
more and more to recognize that the
individual's attitudes, emotional re-
sponges, interests, and goalsas well
as what dis able to accomplish in prac-
tidily any areacannot be discussed
independently of his coltural Mmç
of reference. Nor are such cultural
influences limited to the more complex
forms of behavior. There is a mass of
evidence, both in the field obiervationg
of anthropologists and in the mom
controlled studies of piychologista,' to
indicate that "cultural differentials"
are also present in motor and in discri-
minative or perceptual responses.

Now, every psychological test is a
sample of behavior. As such, psycho-
logical tests willand shouldreflect
any factors which influence behavior. It

( 13 I
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is obvious that every psychological test
it constructed within a specific cultural.
framework. Most tests are xalidated
against practical criter4 which are dic-
tated by the particular culture. Schoot
achievement and vocational success
are two familiar examples of such cri-
teria. A few tests designed to serve a
wicler variety of purposes and possibly
to be used in basic research art, to ef-,
fect, validated against other tests. Thus
when we report tha a given test cor-
relates highly with the number factor,
we are actually s4ing that the test is
a valid predictor of the behavior which
is common to group of tests. If we
had no number tests in the battery, we
could not have found a number fac-
tor. The type of tests which are in-
cluded in such.. a batteryhowever
comprehensive the battery may be'
reflects in part the cultural framework
in which the experimenter was reared.
It is obvious that no ioattery samples
all possible varieties of b2havior: And
as long as a selection has (*recurred, cul-

tural factors are admitted into the, pie-.

ture.

In the construction of certain tests,
special consideration has been given
to cultural, group differences in the
selection of test items. The practices
followed with regard to items show-
ing significant group differences may
be illustrated, first, with reference to
wx differences. Irisofar 'is the two
sexe,, represent tub-cultures with dis-
tinct Mores in our society, sex differ-
ences in item performance may be re-
carded as cultural differentials. The
Stanford-Hinet (1) is probably one of
the dearest examples o.' a test in which

1 0

sex differences were deliberately elim-
inated from total scores. This was ac-
complished in part by dropping items
which yielded a significant sex differ-
,. ice in peicent passing. It is interest-

izo note, however, that it did not
we feasible to discard all such items,

but that a number of remaining items
which significadby .favored one sex
were balanced by items, favoring the
other sex. The opposite procedure %YU

followed in the construction of the
Terman- Miles Interest -A ttilude
Analysis (2), as well as in other simi-
lar personality tests designed to 'yield
an M-F Index. In these cases, it was
just those items with large and signifi-
cmt sex differences in frequency of
response which were retained.

Another type of group 'difference
which has been considered in the selec-
tion of ,xest items is illustrated by the

.so-cZled culture-fres teas, such as the
International Group Mental Test (3),
the Leiter Internairnal Performance
Scale (4), and R. B. Cattell's Culture-
Free Intelligence Test (5).. In these
tests, a systematic attempt is made to
include, only content which is univers-
ally familiar in all cultures. In actual
practice, of course, such tests fall con-
siderably short of this goal. Moreover,
the term "culture-common" tests,
would probably be more accurate than
it culture-free," since at best, perform-
ance on such items is free from cul-
tural diferencer, but not frOm cul-
tural influencer.

As a last example, let us covsider
rociu-economic level as a basis for the
evaluation of test items Oise of the ob-
jectives of the extentive research roi-

1

14)
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ect conducted by Haggard, Davis, and
Havighurst (6) is to ehmi.vate norn
intelligence tests those itrmsyohich dif-
ferentiate significantly between chil-
dren of high and low socio-ecunomic
status. On the other side of the picture,
we find the work of Harrison Gough
-(7) in the construction of the Social
Status Scale of the Minnesota Multi-
phaic Personality Inventory. In this
scale, only those items *fere retained
which showed sign& cant differences
in frequency of response between in-
dividuals in twq contrasted social
groups.

It is apparent that different investi-
gators have treated the problem of cul-
tural differenees in test scores in oppo-
site ways. An obvious answer is that
the procedure; depends upon the pur-
pose of the test. But such an ansIver
may evade the real ism Perhaps it is
the purpose of the testa which should
be more carefully examined. There
seems to be some practical justification
for constructing a test out of items
which show the maximum group dif-
ferentiation. With such a test, we can
determine more clearly the degree to
which an individual is behaviorally
identified with a particular group. It
is difficultto see, however, under what
conditions we should want to study in-
dividual differences in just those items
in which socio-economic or other cul-
tural group differences are jacking.
What will the resulting test be a meas-
ure of? Criteria are- themselves cor-
related with socio-economic and other °
cultural conditions. The validity of a
test for such triteria woula probably
be lowered by eliminating the "cul-

tural differentials." If cultural factors
tre important deteiminers of behivior,
why zliminate their influence from,
tests designed' to sample, and., predict
such behavior?

/Fro be sure, a test maybe invalidated
by the presence of uncontrolled cul-
tural factors. 'Iut tttie would occur
oply when the given cultural ,factor,
affects the test without affecting the
criterion. It is a question of the, width
of the influence aif ting the test ecore.
For example, the inclusion of questions
dealing with a fairy tale which is fa-
miliar to children in one aulttfral Traup
and not in anotNer wEuld probably(
lower the validity of the test for most
criteria. On the other hand, if one
social group does more poorly on cer-
tain items because of poor. facility in
the use of English, the inclusion of
these items would probably not reduce
the validity of the test. In this case,
the same factor which lowered the
test score would also handicap the in-
dividual in his educationarand voca:,
tional progress, as- well as in Many
other aspects of daily living. In like
manner, slow work habits, emotional'
instability, poor motivation* !ack of
.interest in abstract, matters, and many
other condisions which may affect test
scores are also likely to influence a
relatively broad area of criterion bel
havior.

-
Whether or not an item is retained

in a test shou'a depend u)timately upon
its correlation with a crivrion. Tests
cannst he constructed in a vacuum.
They must be designed to meet specific,
needs. These needs should be defined
iii 2dvance end should determir.e the

( 15 )
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choice of criterion.. This would sem
to be self-eifident, but it is sometimes
forgotten in the course ef discUssions
about tests. Some statemnu mide.re-
gardine tests imply a belief that tests
are designed to Measure a spooky, rays;
.terious ",tr'tg",which resides in the
individual am! which ,hu been deig-
noted by such terms ai,"Iotelligence,"-
"Ability Lewl," or lInnate Poten-
tiality.'! The iurnptin seemr to be
that suai "in elligen
mealy ovesiaid with
cloak of culturt. All
need to do would be
cloak and the persoses
would sta d revealed.
acam to sucli vicw
that, if wysre going to
the domain of.science,
operational definitions
only way I know of oI.
operattong definitions i
the ether against whic
validated. Tha is true
called practieel criterion

'or Avhether the criterion
fined in terms of other te
torial validity. Any proc
as the discarding of ce
which raises the ,correla
test with the criterion, e
give a more precise operai
tion M the test. nut we ca
items merely on the basis o
ciple whafs beenlaid d
such as the rule that ite
significsnt group differest
elirMnated. If this proce
lov'er the validity coeffic

'test, it could hsve neither
theofetical. justification.

e' has been

r concealing
e would thur
strip off the

thie,, ability
My only rt-
mt is to say
ction within

nusst have

f tests. The
taining such
in terms of
the test Was
ether a lo-

is employed

It is also pertinent to inquire what
would happen if we were te carry such
a procedure to its logical conLlusir n.
If w surt eliminating items whit's
differentiate subgroups of the popu-
lationewhere shill we stop? We could
with equtl jusdfication proceed to nibs
aot itemoshoWing socio-economic difL
firences, sex difference% diffgrences
emong ethnic minorol groups, and
educitional differences. Any items hs
whith college iraduates exceleletnen-
awry ochool graduates Lould, far ex-
ample, be discarded on itis basis. Nor
shoUid we retain items v-hich differ-
entiate among broader grotips; such as
national cultures, or isttriers prelit-
erate and-more advanced cultures. lf
we do all this, I should late to ask o
two questions in conclusion. Vim,
what will be left? Secondly, in terms
of any criterion we May with to pre-
dict, what w01 be thc . validity of this
minute residii.

itself is de, (1)
in in foe-,

dure, such 41
sin items, (a)

ion of the
ablts us to
nal defini- (3)
notIlhcard
some prin- (4)

wn
s showing

es,. must be

uve sbould
ent of thz
acfical nor

(5)

1
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i:IINEST A. HAGGA

IN CONSIDERING the topic of the influ-
ence of culture background on test
performa.tce, I will limit myself this
morning to.some of the factors which
influence the mental test perbermance
oi children in our.society. In this con-
nection, we are all convinced that how
well A child does on an intelligence
test is a function,- in part at least, of
a complex of genetic fictors. Bu: there
is a good deal of disagreement on the
extent to which they 'are.reflected by
scortrs on our present mental tests.
In a strictly factual .sense, no one can'
say. 'About all that we can be sure of
is thauthere is no conclusive and aefi-
nice relation between inheritance and
performance, on mental tests in terms
of such variables as, for example, socio-
economic class.

This has been, an] still is, a focal
point of many ardent and heated con-
troversies. But because of the great
number of germs that underlie the
inheritance of the hightr menial proc-
esses, and because oi the large number

of generations of discrete stratified
sample/ that would be neressary to
demonstrate the specific inheritance of
such processes. and because of the
relatively rapid movement of individ-
uals up and down the socio-econonir
ladder in Amerisa, it seems tmlikely

that any of us will Ste an empirical
solution of this problem. Nor may.we
find a solution in the past. In the last
few centuries in western European
culture;there has been no stable strati-
fication of intelligence in terms of'
socio-economic class, because of social
upheavals like revolutions and wars.
Probably tlie most stable group is that
of royalty, the topmost level, but it is
questionable whether this troop hest(
distinguished itself for intellectual .

achievement. The theoretical and

tfathematical solutions arrived at by
such geneticists as Haldane, Hogben
and Huxley indicate no demonstrable
difference in the inheritance of Mental
abilities in different aocio-economic
groups.

In addition to genetic factors, indi-
viduals also inherit, in alsense, a physi-
cal and social environment. The effects
of these may be tested. Fot example,
from studies with animal and human
subjects, we already know something
of the effects of serious nutritional
deficiencies on the development of
neural and other bodily 611111eS, and
their impairment of later adaptive be-
havior. Such early deficiencies and
weaknesses may also lay the ground-
work for various debilities in later life.
The recipients of such handicaps are
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characteristically found in the lower
socio-economic groups. If, then, a
lower-class child 'were perfectly,"nor-

;,

mal" at birthhe still may,. because
of various factors which impede nor-
mal development, actually be sub-
normal by the time he is of testable'
age. But perhaps more importcnt is
the emcisional deadening, the develop-
ment of mental callouses, the disin-
terest in life, and loss of willingness

, to respond io it, that often accompanies

severe deprivation. Little careful work
has bey% done in this area, except
perhaps for uncle of tha studies of
institutionalized and rejected child"
and some of the foster home and twin
studies. In any argument referring
back to inheritance, however, will
factors must be considered.

Everyone is awite of the.influence
of the social or cultural enviconment
oh test performance. No one would
think of giving an intelligence test
standardized on American children
ti) a child ;n Bali, or France, or South
Africa--7ah4 expect the results to
mean trery m :ch. No one would 'give
such 'a test to a child on the,other side

"of the ocean, but few have accepfed
the fact that results. of !inch testing
might be ihvalid if it is given to a
child on the other side of the tracks.
This 'is a basic point, and the source
of much misunderstanding and faulty
"information." Again, in terms, of any
genetic argument, one must co9sider
the faCt that children from privileged
(or middle-class) homes receive a
range oi experiencessand acqiiire a
range of motivatious which prepare
thcm much mqre adequately for favor-

PROBLEMS

able performance on our present type
of intelligence tests than is the case
with lower-class children.

The thesis here is that we cannot
Agillme the various sub-cultures in
America to be comparable, simply
because of a common geographical
boundary. Nor is it enough to say .

"We coitsider all that when weevalu-
ate the IQ of a lower-class or ethnic
child." Why not? Because all too
often, the educational opportunities--
from the virly grades onare de-
termined by how well a child does on -

our present standardized tests, regard-
less of whether we intend them to be.
And those who do poorly at first are
.often givenlaferior educational op-
portunities, so that a vicious circle is
set up, and a great deal of potential
ability lost to our society.'

'Furthermore, test-cimstructorscat,-
not, by themselves, design IPSO VhiCh

'are equally fair to all children 'in out
society. .0ne reason for this is that
they, themselves, are middle-class indi-
viduals, buttressed by middle-class ex-
periehces, ways of *pinking, and lan-
guage forms. It is not surprising, then;
that they construct tests which art.

saturated with middle-dim vocabulary
lnd language forms, and tint the ex-
periencecand knowledges tested are

- those with which most middle-class
children are relatively ,familiar, 'and
that they often st:ndardize their tests
in terms Of suckmiddle.class values as
academic achievement. The problem
then is whetber these customary pro-
ceure. re really appropriate for test-
ing the mental abilities of children
reared in a lower-class cUlture. From
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all we know of 'the wide range of
differences -between socio-economic
woups in Anicrka, the 'answer% No,

The way to approach such a prob-
lem is to find out what the lower-class
and ethnic cultures in our society are
like. The. best techniques far finding
out about other cukures is by first
making anthropological and sociologi-
cal held studies. ,A sizable numfier of
such investigations have been made of
various social 'and ethnic groups in
America. Allison Davis, and the people
working with him at the University
of Chicago, have made use of these
findings in their attempt to construct
culturally-common intelligence tests,

for American children. It is manifestly
impossible , to have a culturally-free
testi-since symbol systems must be used,,
but we feel that it is possildi to base
a test on a range of experiences which
.is sufficientl9 common to all children
in our society. .

Bul before describing some of qur
procedures and findings, I would first
like to indicate one or" two possible
effects stemming from an incomplete

,,..
awereness of the many differ,ices
between, say, lower-clam and middle-
class groups. Generally, it seems tint it
has too often been assumed that/a test
would yield an adequate smelisure"
of ;ntelligence because of thet sheer
elegance of the statistical coMpptations
involved. Such procedures are neces-
sary, bus.are not a suffiCient justifica-
tion for an intelligence tett ne must
also examine carefully whay each item
measures, as well as the prOportion
and distribution of subjects passing an
item, or a battery of kerns, 'and the

correlation with some criterion, at a !
given age level. On examination, a
great majority of items found in the
present intelligence tests is biased in;
favor of the middle-class child, andl
against the lovier-class child. This is
due largely to the particular typetof
information sampled, the vocabuluy
and verbal forms used, u.well u the
artificial and academic nature of many
of the item types themselves. An ad-,.
ditional difficulty with many present
tests is that they are standardized on
a somewhat biased sample in terms
of the total population. There are
more middle-class chidren in school
especially at the older ages, it is muth
easier to motivate them .to take the
tests, and in general they are mnre
cooperative and pleasant to work with.

, But if the testing conditions, the items,
the test as a whole, or the sample on
which they are standardized are blind
in favor of middle-class chndren, then
it follows that lower-ckss children

scoreseven ough they really were
would necessarily obtain lower IIQ"

th
u gifted.

1

The research program of Datls and
others at Chicago is directed tward
the d'velopmene of individual and

w h areItimsgroup intelligence ,tests
maximally fair to ali social-cl and
ethnic groups in our society, tkat is to
say; a culturally-fair intelligence test.
There have been roughly f4ur "steps
in this research program. I

The first step involved extensive and
intensive anthropological fielti stues,
in which middle-class and lewer-clan
ethnic and white groups welt studied.
Some graduate students hied in the

i

( 20 )
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home, of lower-clus families for sev-
eral months. Children from all groups
were siudied in their homes, school-
rooms, and neighgehoods. Thee chil-
dren were interviewed on how and
on what they spent their time, their
range of expersences, how they used

words, what words meant to them,
how they solved test problems, and
what dings were important to them.

The second , step involved an ex-
amination of the relative performance
of some s,000 children on each Of
the 460 items from ten frequently used
intelligence tests. From these data at-
tempts were made to find out .why
large discrepancies .existed in .certain
items and item types. It was frequently.
due to artifacts of miadle-class verbal
habits, or differences in background
experiences, or differences in motiva-
tion to do well on the tests. It furthar-
more appeared that if the NM had
been equally fair for children from
extreme social-class groups in terms of
familiarity and motivational factors, the
wide performance difference, would
have been greatly reduced or wiped
out.

Th; third step involved an ex-
perimental deMonstration that such
factors as di' erential lamiliTtity, moti-
vation, and the removal middle-
class artifacts did significa'ntly red e

.the difference in the petformanft of
lower-clase and middle-class 4lldren
on the same mental test problefrns. In

a pilot study, it was found iIat the
differential performance of the two
extreme locial-clus groups could be
modified almost at waleither in
terms of increasing or decreasing this

differenie. In a later and more inten:
sive study, fish children took part in
a five-day experiment investigating the

effects of the following vari)les on
mental test performance: social-class,
practice, motivation, ,.the form of the
test, and its manner of presentation.
The complete set of findings is too
numerous and complexp report here,
but there are a few which are ee-
pecielly worth mentioning. Between
an initial test and a retest (with three
practace periods on similar item types
intervening), (a) the lowei-class chil-
dren, showe4 as great an over.all gain
in performance, as did the
class children; that is, they learned or
profited from their. 'experiences . hs

, much is the Middle-clams children, f,b)
the lower-class children, when Wetly
motivated on 'a retest of standard-type
intelfigelia test items did significantly
better than the lower-dam children
:not thus mothiated, (c) many items
were revised to remove the middle-
clan bias, and (d) the children from
both social-claie aroups prOated more
from the experimental conditions with'
which they were more familiar in
terms of previous experience, training,
etc. But even though many traditional
item types can be reworked tu be leas
discriminating against lower-clais chil-
dren, without violating the essential
nature or dihkulty of the item, it was
felt that in reneral they were" too
aced, mic and artificial, and that a
new approach should be taken, with
the development of items whkh are
not only fair in terms ,of the back-
ground experiences of all groups, hut
equelly motivating as well.

( 21
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The fourth step, which is being car-.

ried on at present involves the con-
struction and standardization of a new
battery of individual and group intel-
ligence tests for children of ages six
to nine inclusive. Since this step is
only partial!), completed, I am not
able to describe the specific tests. How-

ever, according to a statement by
Davis and Hess, the item types used
in the new tests include: the under-
standing of physical principles, the
classification of objects into categories
selected by the child, memory pro-
cesses, the drawing of inferences from
given relationships, critical processes
and the ability to verify solutions,
general inductive and deductive rea-
soning, and a number Of others. The
items themselves involve problems and
problem types which are about equally
common to all so'cio-economic groups
but probleMs which are nbt taught
either in the home or the school.
Consequently, they have to be solved
almost entirely by the chird's- reason-
ing and creative ability, as it may be
developed by his geheral experience.

,The group tests are not completely
analyzed' as yet, but findings from the
individual tests show a lack of differ-
ence in the average performance of
children from extreme socio-economic
groups on these non-academic prob-
lems. Yet at the same time, adequate

age distributions 'were obtained, u
'were coirelations hetween this test and
school achievement scores for- each
socio-economic group. The magnitudes
of these correlations are comparable to

those reported in the literature for
the present intelligence tests,

In conclusion, I would like to re-
turn briefly to the question of the rela-
tion between the inheritance, of,inental
ability and socio-economic differences
in intelligence test .performance. In
thi, connection, two points seem rele-
vant: first, that the intelligence test
scores are, in themselves, irrelevant

ilata so far as any proof or disProof
of genetic theories are concefned, and
second, on test problems common to
children from many socio-economic
and ethnic groups, but Problems which
are pot dependent on specific school
experience, we did not find the cus-

, tomary dist6bution of mental test
scores in terms of socio-economic level.

Therefore, .the burden of proof for
demonstrating that the upper socio-
economic groups inherit a complex of
gene characteristics which, are tied to
superior mental ability, and lower
socio-economic groups inherit inferior
genetic structures, rests on the shoW-
ders of those who interpret such differ-
ences in mental test scores as being
due to differential inheritance.
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Influence of Cultural Background
on Test,PerfOrmance

WILLIAM. STEPHENSON

c\I

,
BY CULTURAL BACKGROUND, ho
ever defined, one refers to historically-
rootedAnatters. A white-collared Eton
scholar and a back-street Brooklyn
boy appear to be distingiiishable! and

' yet also indistinguishable, in terms of
their cultural backgrounds. Their 'sen-
timents, habits, attitudes, and affec-
tions may well be very different. Yet,
toth speak English, and both live with
a common heritage of law, religion,
customs!, and much else besides. They
are educated differently, yet the ideals
of Ancient Greek ind Renaissance
Educators penetrate into the schisols of

,
both. In compariso'n with a Hindu,
however, or a sedate Chinese boy for
whoin Taoism 'Was a .background
until Communism burst in upon him,

\ Europeans seem culturally different.
\And still more diverse must be the
culture iii and against which the hative
African chid lives, or an Eskimo.

I It has ban difficult, Nowerer, if not
, timposeible, to formulate concrete and

operational postulates about such cul-
tural agglomerations."It is permissible,
perhaps, to distinguish between (a)
educational influences, (b) socio-dy-
namic situations, and (c) the vague,
historically determined culture pat-
terns which, when evaluated, we grace

jl

with the ,name of heritage and with,
which we are here to be coneerned.

One might have, thought that "cul-
ture" psychologiits, whose very prob-
lem was to interpret these latter his-
torical trends along the lines laid
down by their mentor, 'llithey (1),
would have provided something for us
to bite upon, scientifically, by now.
True, they produced an Oswald
Spengler, with his notable Midis. of
the West, but X know of no testable
hypotheses that reach into Spengler's
Mayan, Babylonian, Graeco-Roman,
or any other "civilizations." Yet in-
teresting matters are at issue. We
know,that the ancient Athenians, after
the Persian Wars, created the Euro-
pean mind out of a mere hahdful of
human beings and a few square miles
of territory; and our own Elizabethan
Golden Age, after a hundred years of
war, was born almost within sight
of London. Moreover whereas the
Greeks and the Elizabethans ealled fpr
the richest development of a man's
tour*: ability, the current trend is
rather to foster. the trickling specialties
and presumed aptitUdes of our young.
So that perhaps culture determines
very largely Oar aSilities we shall
value and develop, rather then any-
thing else at issue. There are swing

23 1
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suspicions that this is the case, as
sociologists such as Mannheim, for ex-
ample ( 2), have already' suggested.

Up to very recently, however, test-
ing, such as we ah to consider, has
hinged upon a null hypothesis. This
is to the effect that cultural differences
have little or no effect upon some
really important dimensions of human
personality. It is implied thatthere may
be only a few such dimensions, perhaps
only one, or two. We find the hy-
pothesis almost unexpectedly, ivher-
ever we turn; at bottom it represents
a belief that there must be general
laws of personality which transcend
culturesand by laws I mean theories,
or synthetic propositions as Kaufmann
and many modern phlosophers would
call them (3), which serve'its models
or growing points for hypotheses that
can be put to experimental test. This
null hypothesis lies liehind the search
for so-called "culture-fret" iritelli-0
gence tests: and indeed it would surely
be 'imposing, if not important, if it
could be shown that indivithials drawn
from widely 'different contemporary
culture?, stich as our English, African,
American and Chinese boys, are alike
in certain important essentials:

If this null hypothesis has finally to
be rejected, we _May still, wonder
whether there are on record any clear
instances where imPortant personality
features have been l'hown to have for
the main part a cultkal determination.
The possibilities of/any eseential inter-
actional standpoint, however, can per-
haps be discounted; for it scarcely
seems reasonable to suppose that there
can be much interaction between an

0

ordinary person and his cultural milieu,
such that each influences the other and
everything is relative to everything
else. For the individual is surely a puny
speck against his cultural background.
Exceptions to this, of course, nre the
great men and women- of culture, a
Plato, Aristotle, Buddha, or the lflte...

What have test performances, then,
to say about these various 'matte&
We should put aside, I think, any
consideration of studies relating .4to
heredity, or to the influence of soda-
economic levels upon testperformance,
since these, exoept as controls, 'are
,scarcely pertipent to the questions at
issue concerning Culture.

Consider the null hypothesis first.
One may begin hy wondering whether.
a Kinsey Report for widely diverse na-
tional and cultural groups would read
veil differently in essentials from
the' American. Or, if we distinguish
between thisshing and istsllipmee,
as Bartlett would have us do, interest-
ing findings such as those of Car-
michael (4) come to light. Using a
verhal-projective.test consisting of Un-
finished' newepaper editorials on con-
troversial topics, Carmichael showed
that Cambridge graduates and. Eng-
lish workingklass men ..and women,
all Alike, intelligent and unintelligent,
argued: illogically, rationalized quite
naively, projected and generally
played havoc with anything that re-
sembles the orderly procedures of an
intelligence test. Would not the same
apply the world nver? Or consider
another. example. Thematic "Apper-
ception tests may well mirror the
immediate behavioral stresses, strains,
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and preoccupations of different indi-
viduals, and to this extent very olivious
social and perhaps culturally-deter-
mined differences may be brought to
light. But if Sam has trouble with his
wives, past and present, and Alex-
androvic with his party affiliations, and
Nagawooli tvith his goat who is in-
terested in these matters as such?
One may interpret the results, of
course, perhaps lisychoanalytically, and
so point.to basic affinities of a dynamic
kind underlying all these preoccupa-
tions. It May be shown in this wzy,
for example, that children in slum
areas appear to have farpeverer stiper-
egos than children from better-tado
homesr (5). But the 'psychoanalyst
might well demur about such an ap-
parent result, pointing out that only
superficial indications of psychoana-
lytical ,dynamics are tapped by such
tests, and that greater penetration
might, rather, show everyone, of all
cultures, alike in essentials: thus, the
psychoanalyst, too, becomts involved
in a null hypothesis for'his fundamental
postulates.'

Along systematic lines, however, the
.'best example I can offer is from work

ih. the Ipearman School. This began
with a distinction (made on theoretiCal
grounds which were rooted 'in lete
English Associationism.) between 'Po-

etic and anostie processes. The former
was represented formally by Spear-
man's g-factor, and the letter by all
manner of specifics and..group factors
within the cognitive field Of study."

I It is one of the sad consequences af a
purely inductive approach to factor work
filet Burt, Thurstone, and most ti at 'Woks,

Line next showed that "visual per-
ception" in children paralleled their
ment'd growth, that is, their mental
age (against which, of course the Binet
tests had been validated originally).
Stephenson (6), and Brown and Ste-
phenson (7 ) followed by indicating
that tests of this same visual perceptual
material could be regarded as "pure"
teststoflpearman g-factor, with these
noitic implications. Fii4,11y, Fortes
(8), who turned from the London
group to. Cecome an anthropologist,
found that African natives performed
this kind of perceptual test quite ps
satisfactorily as whites. Fortes, how-,
eyer, was careful to do what others
rarely achieve in test constructian: he
randomized the varieties and styles
of .perceptual material by selecting it
from every, known culture, mist and
present.'

Now I rhake no chim that this se-
,

refer to the Spearman Theory of Two
Factors without reference to the experiential
matters and T. .1chological, theory that the
factor theorems merely echoed, or paralleled
as models. Thus, Spearman merely wished
to deny the proposition that group faders
could be found in the moue Seidl he knew
full well that they,abounded in the snook.

11 Stuart Dodd (9) attempted something of\
this kind for pietures of common oblects
and situations, for his No-called international
test of intelligence. But the 'materials and
problems were rooted in emetic procreates,
and the test showed greater rather than less
differences between racial leo*. Similarly
the styles of the fendsznents used in the
Penrose-Raven matrices (to), and in Cat-

( t) "culture-free" test, or Penrose's
new perceptuallest, are severely European
and geometrical in form, and to this extent
would be suspect wherever the null hypoth-
esis wesn't supported. They .would be sui-
pect for other reasons, too, Abut I must
leave this to one side for the present.

( 25 )
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quence of events and its outcome was
other than tentative: it lacked the re-
r.itirce for test construction and stand-
ardization that America now affords,
,or that the Educational Testing Serv-
ice sa elegantly devotes to its tests.
But its theoretical .implications were
clear, and obviously it was orientated
towards- thiv null hypothepis. More-
over, I propose not to enter into the
appraisal of such results as we have
available about "culture-free" or any
other tests involving us in this null
h31 othesis: there is some evidence, such

as that- of Fortes, supporting the hy-.
pothesis for per,ceptual daik and muCh
purporting to rejett it. In the latter
cases, however; so little has been 'done,
usually, to randomiu materials, or
to take account of other controllable
factors, thrat the evidence is at leek
dubious. I fan only suspect tIpt Fortes
ana the Spearman School were at least
on the right lines to handle mainly
visual percelnual material foci some
kind of crucial test of ,the null hy-
pothesis. .

But now let us consider the other
propwition, that culture has a decided,
even a decisive, effect on human per-
sonality. For most of us this may seem
completely' obvious. It is surely euy
enough to bring different national at-
titudes to light, as CantrflIi) is
perhaps doing. Here I would like to be
pardoned for using my own ,expev-i-
mental ikservations, since I believe
that they'are methodologically more at
the heart of what is involved.

I begio with the knowledge that it
is the tyfre psychologists, the Sprangers

and theiungs, and sociologists such as

9iN

Mannheim (2) and Fromm (13) in
recent years, mho stress the influence
of Cultural background on present
personality. But it appears that no self-
respecting ptychometrist, except my-
self, belieitIslany more in rytes, except
as cuts eery's a normal distribution,
made for Conveniencemuch as we
cut up thelI.Q. scale into moron, fee-
ble-mind, /normal, and genius. Even
so, ,I wonld aik you to re.open the.
whole ,rtatter of types, or at least to
keep an 'open mind about it for the
next feW'years, for I belies* the'psy-

. chometrists have been barking up quite
the wrong tree. Matters look very
different if Wee approaches types frOm
a Q-tiChnique standpoint (14).

It,is a simple matter, for eumple,
to show that more men in the United
Stshis are likely to be of a type X, that
we might call "extrovert," than of a
type Y, that we might call "introvert."
The opposite is the case for women.
Bin the main types can be demon-
'crated for any small number of per-
sons, for example for any ten of you

/in this room, without operational refer-
,' ence to ,any other persons in or out

of the room. Indeed we can say some-
thing about the matter for(only elm
person if heed be: thus, given a "popu-
lation" of 206 traits chosen at random
from a Jungian univera4 of such traits
(I have 2,000 'traits in such a uni-
verse), I might invite the ono person
(a) tti appraise himself with the traits,
(b) then, having done this, to give
an account of what he believes an ideal

introvert to be, and (c) finally to give
an account of what he believes an

, ideal extrovert to be. The correlations

26 ]
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between (a), (b),and (c) for N=200
traits, will indicate whether our one
person (if he is sophisticated like our-

.. selves or college students) is of intro-
verted or extroverted type.'

But for the .moment we need oniy
examine *the implications of suCh Q-
technique findings, and_ its approach,
for our preoccupation with culture.
Suppose that, in'terms of 0-technique,
types are now demonstrable (as indeed

they are). In the dile of introversion-
Extroverion such types were rooted,
for Jung (i ), -almost wholly in
cultural background. Jung traced the
matter back into pte-Christian* his-

tory; into the diputes and castigations

of a Tettullian and an Origen of some

eighteen cendiries ago; into Schiller's
idealization, manrcenturies later; of
the "Grecfart heaven"; into the mas-'
'Sive folklore and wietry of a Faust, a

Parrifal, or a Zepothosir.; and ets
down into the' very tough mindedness

of James's Pragmatism.
Now it may stretch one's credulity,

if not one's imagination, to accept the
proposition that these saMe roots find
their wey into the pereonality of our
one person whose correlations have just .
been referred to. Yet clearly he op-
erated .with my little, test, and it is

not really difficult to see that his evalu-

PROBLEMS

arions of the traits may very well stem
just precisely into or from such his-
torically persistent strands.

At the outset he was asked merely
to give a description of his own per-
sonality in terms of the 200 inli0Ca0tia- 4

looking traits. He had no idea that I
was going. to ask him, subsequently,

to describman ideal or typical introvert
and an extrovert. Nor did the , traits
;melt that anything of the kind was
l&ely to be intolved. Clearly some
kind of ostensible learning has medi-
ated, and the culture psychulogist was
perhaps quite coirreet to tract this riot
only lap) current culture (plui learn-,
ing in an ostensible manner), but also
to peek its roots in.cultural history.

The psychometrist, however, .has
not sought to represent such types but

I to nieasure isolated, Perhaps a-hietori-

cal*or immediate, functions or factirs,
such as introversion-extrovenion or
the likemuch as one measures an
electric current. At best the result has
been not one function or factor, btik
eeveral, to judge for example from
Oullford's studies. One doobts, how-
ever, whether anyone feels happy about
these factors, for shey really do not
explain anything, they are incapable
of consequent operational te its, and in-
deed different forms of analysis can
provide -rather different apparent fac-

tors.
The situation is very different if one

seeks to rotresent types as such statisti-
cally. -For one cep then operate with
the types, fhat is,'subject them to . ex-
pecimental tests, even for only one
person at a time.

One can see the fashioning of such

.1

*Thus, for the-following quite typical.
ihe person is vere likely to be.intro-

verted in type (or thinks he is):

Sel

(a)
ldeat !deal
1 (b) (c)
+ 50 55

90
a/MOE
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types, interestingly enough, in current
American culture. Eric Fromm (73)
for example, in his Mao for I/1meg,
offers a description of the supposed

market" type or personality, which
he ascribes to Americans who appar-
ently want to sell everything, including
their own personalities. In terms of
Q-technique I have recently reduced
Fromm's notions to some kind of or-
derly operational testing, and can read-
ily demonitrate, and thus verify, his
"market" cjtaracterization of. Ameri-
cans. This, apparently, is fashioned by,
your culture.

But what we prove is thatcuch-and-
such men are dike. in type. It is quite
another matter to test them for any
underlying functions in terms of indi-
vidual differences. By the very postu-
lates one uses, in the latter case, one
throws away any poloist" of achiev-

,
ing concrete types as such.

In conclusion, then, cultural influ-
ences can be brought into full view
in the .tycation of huMan beings,
as Spengler, Jung, and others down
to Fromm have seen. I state it as a
testable postulate that any systematic
quantification in terms of individual
differences (which we are unfortu-
nately wont to regard, 'almost as ,a
myth, as the exclusive concern of our
testing procedures) cannot represent
such typification, and certainly is in
no way needed for its achievement.

As I see the issues, thereforeVin the
vvy broadest manner I am prepared
to examine the null hypothesis that

cultural *background is neut. 1, or can
be randomized, with respect to scme
of our major peychological preoccupa-
tions. These are functions such as no-
esis, libido, and thelilte. As an offithr..x,
it is perhaps as well to remember that
'Gritty also determines what abdities
*ill be valued, and what discounted.
.But by the -anis token it is now ear
to demonstrate that man's personality
sytes are fashioned very probably in
terms of the culture in which lie lives.
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Infjuence of.Cultural Background
on Predictive,Test §:ores

WILLIAM W. TYRNBULL
,

Foe convenisu.,.:e in attacking the
broad' questkm before this panel I
'should like to limit my discismilin to:
tests used for the purpose of predicdon.
In imposing this limitation, hOwever,
I feel dial am not greedy restricting
the ,field of inquiry, ince in dte final
analysis most test scores derive their
utility from their predictive iptifi-
MC!.

If we consider tess lithos* use is
frankly predictive, two questions of
intezest are: first, when people of tiff-.
fetent cultural beckgrounds take the
lame test, hovi do their Wares com-
pare? And second, are differences in
level of test performenct of different
cultural groups associiited with similar
differences in the subsequent behavior
those scores were, supposed to predict?

In an approach to the first of these
questions, Henry Chauncey and sI
carried out some years ago a airily (as
yet unpublished) to discover the man-
ner'in which students fron different
geographical areas aiid different tiles
of communities differed in their per-
formance on types of questions com-
monly used in tests of scholastic apti-
tude.

The test used war the first Army-
Navy College Qualifying Test. This
examination included four section!,

consisting qf verbal, scientific, railing,
material,, respec-

t' . The verbal section included
questions relating to word meaning, '
vgij usitge, and die lice, in the form
oT Opposites, analogies, and definitions
in coinpletion. form. The second, or ,
"scientific" section, was composed of
questions -Of die so-calted common-
sense science type. The ikchnical in-
formation needed to answer, them was
not great, and for the most part
gent. scientifii interest and alert ob-
eervation would prove as valuable as
scientific traini4. The third section of
the .test consisted of paragraphs of
rather Ateneral nature, each followed
brquestions on its content: what the
mathemetical section (the list section
of the test) was designed. to test nu-
merical reasoning, presupposing a back-
rend of arithmetic, dense:num' al-
germs, and rudimentary geometry.

The test was given in 1943 to Over
300,000 students ail over the country,
as a screening device for die college
trainingorograms of the Army and
Navy. AU of the people tested were
male, were 17-21 yeirs of age, and
had reached or passed the seniOr year
of secondary school.%

From the mess of rnswer sheets,
eight subgroups were segregated, first
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by taking all answer sheets from the
tour rigions of New. York State, Ala-

. barna and Geilrgia clmtined,, Iowa
and Nebraska combs , and Cali-
fornia; and then by separating within
'each region the answer sheets of stu-
dents in large and in smell communi-.,

ties. A large community was defined ss
I me whose population vas 1 s0,0o0 or
more and a small community as a non-
suburban communitly below 5,0oo
in population. For a convenience these
groups were called., urbari and rural
respectively. (1 pill readfiy agree *sit
these terms are not rigoraus, sinCe not
all students attending school in a com-
munity of fewer than 5,000 souls come

A

.2

Stondard
0411,10MA

Total
dim*

from farm homes, although a sub-
stantial proportion of thent do.) Fi-
-nally, from eaCh of the eight groups
(two sizes of community within four
geographical arils) a random sample
'of soo answer sheets Pv %lawn.

Please note particui...ty -tbilt the
samples were far from random *Or
representative samples of *cool
dent population of the age any 17-it
in ,the four regions. They-represent
mecely the extremes on a kale of

-population eat, within groups that had
voluntariy taken the qualifying tessy
and there is no basis for ascribing
rePresentativenesi to the samples.

Thee main results of ir study

ARMY-41NY Calla OUALIIrYING TEST'
RURAL-URBAN DIFFERENOES BY REGIONS
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hue been put in paphk form, and
I hekve there Art sufficivrt copies
here for each person present. Look-
ing firi at the sheet headed "Army-

,
Navy College Qualifying TestRu-
rul-Urhan Differences by Regions,"
( vig. 1) we see, first the very con-
likuous depression of Ill values for
Alahatna-Georgia, particularly in the
rural areas (represented by the dot-
ted hne). &ice the *rale here
el pressed in tenths of a standard de-
viation for the total group, it is evident
that the rural Alabama-Georgia candi-
dates scored about three-fourths of a
sigma below their rural New York
cousins. For the .urban groups the re-
gional diffect nets are Ins striking, but

are still present. 41',xt notice that the
solid lines tend to slor downward to
the right, While rhe dotted lines iend
to slope upward to the right. Thii is
seen clearly frdm the ghart where the
composite rural-urban ':omparison is
made (See Fig. 2), with all four re-
gions averaged together. Evidently the
students from large communities were
mud) more facie verbally tha n those
from small. communitim whereas in
mathematical ability their superiority
wits,slight, and in terms of ability to
answer common sense science ques-
tions the two groups were 'equal.

An analysis of variance showed that
the differences in total test perform-
ance acconr g to geographical regLi...

AitarfrviAvy 430.Lnc QUALIFYINS TEST
RURAVAIRIAN DIFFERENCES

,t;

Standard
Deviation

of
Totot

Group
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were statistically significant, as were
the differences in performance accord-
ing to size of community. There were
significant differences between ;gates
in the relationship 'of the ability of
people from large communities to that
of people hoist small communities:
. nd finally, rural-urban differences

ried significandy according to' the
Ind of test material used, as ghllitrated

in the oecond graph.
As a further step in this investiga-

tion, separate item analyses were com-
pleted for the eight subgroups on ten
items from each test section, in an
attempt to discover iwhetlur the lower
scores of the rural group readied from
generally pourer performance on the
items within a given tea section or
from failure on particular items. Isbell
nor take time to mon in detail an
ow findings, but an analysis of vari-
ance showed that the item difficulty
differences between the gr.ippe vaiied
signcandy from one item es another.
That is, the order of item diScuhy
was not the same for boys from small
communities as for boys 'from large
cities. In the case of the verbal action
of the tee the variance of item .diS-
cuhies by community aims was con-
siderably larger than would have been
required for .significance at the t 96
level of conMence, and for the other
three sections was iignificant at %%emir
then the 5% level of confidence.
Similarly, the differences in perform-
ance of geographically dhtinct group*
varied significantly from item to, item.

The fact that the differences be-
tween groups depend on the individual
test questions considered, rather than

lmerely on the type Of test mate;ial,
is of.crucial importance for the argu-
ment as to th e. cause of the differences.

For if th. differences were coMmon
to all itemi of onie type or one fector,
we might argue that the different
groups hail inherited different patterns
of abilities and that thee, patterns re-
flected themselves directly in the test
secdri mores. But one wouId scarcely
artue for differential inheritance of
...silky to solve individual questions
within such a homogeneous factor as
verbal, where the dependence of rural-
urban differences on the
tat question asked was mostlesrly
indicated. The coticlueion must be
chit, whether or not !hers were in-
herited mental differences between our
groups from large and small com-
munities, and from state to state, en-
vironmental differences moot 'have
caused certain of the differences in -test
'performance: apeccally, the inter-
group differences in order -of item
difficulty within a single tow section.

If one grants that some tat qua-
tions are relatively, harder than others
for people in a specified cultural group,
the next questiOn is: what shall we do
about it? Paula we build tests that
minimise the 'intercultural difference
in scores, or that maximise hat differ-
ence, or shall we trust to chjnce to
bring us out somewhere Iii the iddlet

It is mr contention that on a pre-
dictive test any score difference be.7
tween groups wh,..o becierounds .f-
fer should be judged not good or bad,
not right or wrong, but useful or not
useful, valid or invalid for the pre-
diction of f iture behavior. We must

[32 j
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specify the criterion,we wish to pre-
dict, and thee juuify hitergroup equal-
ity or Inequality of test scores on the
basis oi its effect on prediction.

Relatively little, attention has been
given to tie question of the effect on
prediction of score differences between
iultural groupi. The results of a few
investigations rarfejivallable, and they
shpw in genea that The rather haP-
hazard mixing of items faVorable to.'
variciut subcultures has so far resulted

r in testi that diff;rentiete usefully
among cultural groups, if One's, iiur-
pose is to predict the criteria used in
these studies.

In a study short), to be published
by Fredenicsen and'Schrader'a com-
parison was made between predicted
achievement and actual achievement
of Yeteran ar ' non-veteran students in
their first year of college. In four
institutions a prediction of ths /Tish-
man grade, was made from scores on
an aptitude test, using the ACE Psy-
chological Examination in three in-
stances and the College Board Scho-
lastie Aptitude Telt in 4the fourth.
Within each group, veterari and non-
veteran, a division was then made on
the basis of background .variables, for
the purpose of discovering whether or .
not they were associated with a tend-
ency to accomplish more in college
than the test scores predicted. Tithe ap-
titurie tests were avgninr improperly
low scores to students of lower soda-
eC:onomk mitus one woUld expect such
students to over-achieve (in relation to
predictive test score) on the criterion
variable, whatever it might be. Such
will not the case in the four institutionS

studied. Background data were avail-
able on income of famdy head, formal
education of father, and size of coin-
mimity. No clear trends emerged to
show that the student's position relative
to. these varialkes was related to his
tendency to over-achieve, whether vet-,
gran or non-veteran students were
considered.

In the:study of the College Qualify-
ing Test whose results I have reported
no criterion data were obtained. Such
data were, however, gathered in an
unpublished study by Conrad and Rob-
bins, who used the same qualifying test
to predict achievement aftir two se-
mesters of the V- a program. They
then att4mpted to atcount for ihe
errors in prediction on the basis of
educational handicap in high school
using as the measure of educational
hendicap the average teachees salary
in the school system from which the
individual came. The hypothesis tested
was that teacher's salary should cor-
relate negatively with over-achieve-
ment: the lower the salary, the greater
the excess of achievement over pre-
diction. Out of seventeen colleges
stuad, negative correlations were
found in six, a zero correlation in one,
and positive correlations in len, show-
ing that whatever educational handi-
cap was reflected in the aptitude scores
was reflected to at least as great degree
in first year college achievement.

These findings suggest that inter-
group differences on scholastic aptitilde
tests, when the grouping is bssed on
factors usually associated with cultural
or educational handicap, are valid for

[ 33 ]
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the prediction of college freshman
grades. Admittedly this 0 a limited
criterion, hut the naiure of 'Validation
demands that we investigate our cri-
teria one by one.

The findings based on freshman
grades were corroborated in a further
8-colkge study reported by Conrad

'.and Robbins ,at the 1947 meeting of.
the American Educational Research
Association. In that study the authors
found that errors in prediction of
fifsli-ttrm college work from aptitude
test scores were not related either to
average teacher'i ! salary or to size of
community from which the student
came: that is, whatever handicap the
factor> of teacher's ialary r COMIllu
nity size may reflect manifested itself
as strongly in achievenient through
the fifth college term as it did in the
aptitude *cores obtained before en-
trance io college.

I w0 I. could report findings of
similar itudies aimed at longer-range
critez:t oilgreater social Significance.
Unfortunately, however, I k'now ofno
existing dam that will help us answer
the question of the validity, for such

AL CONFERENi
criteria, of the interiroup differences
under coosideration. i

To summarize, thie study of inter-
group diffeiences ow the Army-Navy
College qualifying( Test, reported
earlier in this paper, Olustrates thi
magnitude of the !score differences

4 obtained when one iministers a typi-
cal echolutic aptit e wet to groups
of high-school gniduates in various
geographical regions arrd from com-
munities otAlifferent sins. The analy-
sis of differentes; on individual test
questions points toi the casual influence

of cultural diffetences in producing
Koff differences.; Other investigations
have uncovered II evidence that such
EOM differences; have some predictive
utility: i.e., that! when College grades
through the flftk term are accepted as
a criterion, the On scores reflect accu-
rately the performance of the valois
subgroups. What we need in order to
provide a mo0 generally useful an-
swer to the queition,of predictive utility
are studies in, which teet eCoreg are
used to forte* long-term life success.
Only mulles /of this kind can tell int
how great 4ould be the intergroup
differences on predictive tests.

134 1
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DISCUSSION

PARTICI
OSCAR K. Bums, Anwz ANASTASI,
Gumptian, ERNiST HAGGARD, HUGH
mi., DOUGLAS E. SCATS&

CHMILMAN Buitos: First I wit give
the members 4f the panel an op-
portunity to raise any questions they
have with the other members of the
panel.

DR. ANASTASI: I actually agree
with what has been mid by most of
the "takers. I would Ilk. to make
three pointi in this connection: First
of all,. I think that studies of cultura
differences in test performance are
extremely important. The sort of
study that Dr. Turnbull has just re-
ported and that Drs. Haggard, Davis,
and Havighurst haw done on how
cultural groups differ in test perform-
ance, is very important in helping us
to understand what the exisdng differ-
ences are and to whit extent cultural
background affects performance.

I think, too, that studies of cultural
simaarities by such tens as Dr. Ste-
phenson mentioned, studies that are
using tens which are culturally neutral
or culturally randomized and which
enable us to focus onr attention, there-
fore, on what these cultures have in
common, are also important.

I believe, however, that such studies

31

P A N T,S :
WILLIAM STEPHINSON, HAROLD

M. DAVISON, WILLIAM W. TURN..

are quite apart from the problem of
constructing tests. When we construct
tests, I would igree thoroughly with
Dr. Turnbull that the criterion is the
only thing we can go by: As for the
use of tests for purpose other than
prediction, I still say that we must
provide in operational definition of
what we are testing. And Weft we
have an operational definition in terms
of a aiterion, I do not know what it
vmuld be. .

DR. STRPHINSON : I always bite the
chance to say an extra word, if I may
my just one.

I should hate to think that I leave
you with the impremion that technical
meters are of no.consequence. Clearly,
if you are making tests for prartical
purposes, these are important. I would
merely like to ipupport Pr. TurnbUll
to that latent. I found results similar
to those described by Turnbbil for the
British Army and Air Force. When
I took V and 0 and K tests, the G
test did not differentiate men and
women, for instance, in the armed
forces, on some eighty thousand sim-
ple% but the V test certainly did so.

( 3$ ]
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The K test wai so barfly done by
women that it was almost unbelievable.

I therefore know that these facts
are there to look for, but I should still
be wondering whether I shouldn't plan
it out in some way, you see; why
should I be looking for jun V and R
and S and M? There should be some
maim. dimensions involved, and it is

there that I think a little theory rather
than a mere scramble would, perhaps,
help. -

. Otherwise, I have nothing but ad-
miration, as I said, for the elegance,
and so forth, .for which all the techni-
cal matters of test construction are ac-
counted. I still have my problem 'that
them are some very big issues, Mt the
one of the Greek culture avid the
Golden Era; they are a phenomenon
that hag happened, and it would be
so nice if we could find something
that would alter thine. now so that
we might have another sort of era;
that would *seem like a completely
fantastic dream, though, I know.

CHAiRRIAIN &mos: The meeting is
open to questions from the floor.

Da. Gtrumusw : Mr. Chairman, I
was interested in the emphasis on
validity front the speakers, and I want
to ask Dr. Haggard a question. I
thought I delected one sentence in his
talk that dealt with the question of
validiri. To what extent lrve your
sttidies ieelt with not only the validity
of your test for different socio-eco
nomk groups, but also the validity of
the older tees which you are criti-
cizing? And how, do these validities
of the two types of test compare for
different economic groups, for pre-

dicting various criteria? Could you
give a summary of such &dints,
please? o

DR. HAGGARD: Yffly DM the data
that will enable un to answer your.
question are just coming in, and are
being analysed at. pruent, so my rt
marks must be somewhat general.

As one measure of validity for each
social class group, we used a reading
achievement test, since it was the Me
test given by the school syitem to all
the childrvt in the stUdy. Our indi-
vidual intelligence test predicted pet-
formance on reading achievement es
well u,-or slightly better than, the
Kuhlman-Anderson and the. Primary
Mental Abilities tests for each social
class group.

Tim use of such criteria for deter-
mining validity, however, has not
been our,main interest. Rather, we had
in mind in approach which may appear
a little naivenamely, reliance on
face validity. In other words, we
selected items which rnet the criterion,
"This test item should be pained by
a smart boy and failed by a stupid boy,
regardles of his socioeconomic su
tus." The decision for the incluion or
exclueion of an item was made by a
group of qualified experts in such fields
as education, psychology, and anthro-

PologY-
If, for each eocial class group, our

tests can predict school achievement as
well as present intelligetIce tests, it
may be laid that we don't need to
worry. But in saying this, I mean to
place worry in quctation marks, be-
came we don't believe that such a
measure is n very meaningful criterion

(36
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al validity although it is about all We
have if we must rely on such objective
data. We don't like it because the
usual criterion measure is heavily biased
in favor of middle-class children. In
spite of this, we fourd correlations
around .50 between our tests and
the measure ,of school, achieveinent

, which was about the same as that for
the staniarised tests with our subjects.
A correlation of this size, however,
leaves . enough variance. unaccounted,
'for so that, even though our testi do
not correlate with socio-tconomic eta-
tusp-they may still correlate as highly
as standard teats with some such
"valid" criterion. We believe that
sinde social class bias is minimised in
our tests, they actually provide ir more
nearly valid measqs of intellectual
ability.

CHAIRMAN Busos: Are there any
other questions?

Da. DAVISON: I should like to ad--
dress these remarks to Dr. Turnbull.
I think his graph is vei7 kastesting,
but I wonder if it does not show that
New -York and California are strong
school systems rather than the ex-
item of a city-rural difference. Also,
there is this poesibility, that in New
York you ha* proportionately more
centralised school districts, so that you
really do not havr a typical rural
echool situation; Furthermore, tin cur-
riculum is clear in New York and
Californis, maybe more so than in the
other states, although I believe the
southern states are picking up now in
the matter of what they teach in the
schools. However, these data have
gone back into the past, because these

people have grown since public school
days and there may be a change in tlie
coming youth.

There was a recent study done in
Kentucky, in Caldwell County, I be-
lieve, and their picture looked some-
thing like this' graph of the Alabama
and Georgia group you have here.
Maybe you can call it a meat of
culture, but-I think perhaps it is a
matter of education more than culture.

Da. TURD/BULL: would have no
quarrel with that. I think I feel there
is no basis in' the dank for separating
education from other cultural upsets.
,There is one additional variable that
may be causing the differences found in
these graphs; that is, the brighter stu-
dents from the rural areas in Alabatile
and Georgia may not, for some reason,
have volunteered to take the college
qualifying Lit. Differentia selection
probably was operative. Whethertor
not it Was it that direction, I am not
prepared to say. But I should not lilte
to leave the impyeseion that these re-
-ate are thought of as represinting she
educational systems of the four re-
gions, ince that distinction is blurred
by the self-eelection that took place
before the testi were given. -

DR. SCAM: May I say a word with
reopect to Dr. Anastai's emphasis on
the correlation with the criterion IS

a measure of ralidity. I cannot go as
far as she does on that point. WP mum
recognize that the criterion itself has
some "bugs" in it; that the criterion
is just as difficult to define and some-
times more so than the trait in whicl:
we are immediately interested. I know

137 )
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it is a I try simple, neat, and, in the
abstract, a logical thing to say that we
will set up tests which correlate well
with a critetion, but usually this cri-
terion is not the well defined thing we
aisume it is when we glibly refer to it.

The research process operates in
both directions, not just one. The tests
we set yp frequently serve in helping
to redefine dia criterion by throwing
light on its complex structure. They '
may prove also to have various forms
of utility of their own and receive
justification in part for this reason.
In the case of intelligence, we are not
trying to obtain lind define a trait lately
to predict any one particular thing;
we are trying to difine, and padually
refine our concept of, a trait because
we are interested in a workable concept
of intelligence itself. In the process of
thus establishing a useful trait, we de.
sire to know 4ts many characteristics
such as correlation with various things.
Some of these things may be regarded
more or less as criteria. But the trait
being measured has rights of its own,
and correlations with various cKiteria,
while furnishing indexes of certain

9

Utilities, do not constitute the sale
measure of the essential nature of the
trait being measured.

CHAIRMAN BURN: Do you wiih to **,

reply to that, Dr. Anastasi?
DR. ANASTAH: YU, just briefly. I

would like. to; say that I fully agree-
that the criterion has 'bugs" in it, and I
wanted to emphasise just that. When
the criterion has "bugs" and we Tali-

. date a test against that criterion, then
the test has those "bugs," too, and we
mot not forget tharthe test has them.
If We call it an intelligence test, thu .

label mil noi eliminate the "bugs." If
we define intelligence and then forget
that'definition in' the process of con-

istructing the test or .validating it,
we have not thereby eliminated the
"bugs." That is just why I want to
focus attention upon the criterion.

Da. SCAM: iTO accomplish this
end we must give attention to the
"bugs" in the criterion as well as those -
in the trait. We cannot properly place
our emphasis plely on either one or the
other.

Da. AuArrAst: I do not know what
a "trait" means in such a case.

( 3A )
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Uses arti.Limitations of Factor Analysis
/Uri 'Psychological Research

p EC:40E K. BENNETT

ALTHOUGH the title Of thil morning's
panel dicustion is "The Uses and
Limita*ts of Factor Analysis in Pep
chologidal Research," I think I shOuld
make it clear at the beginning that I
am going to talk about only a limited
porti9O of this toPic. My concern will
be primanly with the prbduction of
useful test batteries and the contnIu-
tion that is made to them by factor
analysis. However, I 'should like to
mention briefly some general notions
about factor analyeikwhicl seem to be
percinent to this particular aoolication.

To many people one of .9e great
appeals of factor analysis is its tipper-
endy solid foundation in mathematical
theory. To a ceitiin extent this is a
valid belief. The problem of factor
analysis is, from a geometric viewpoint,
the problem of finding the minimum
number of reference ants needed to de-

, scribe a distributim of scores. Wheretas
the original references are the tests;
the new references are the factors, and
there are to be fewer factors than
tests. Thiproblem is clearly mathe-
matical in nature, sna to seek its solu-
tion is consistent with On scientific
principle of parimonY. How ver, once
the reference axes have been deter-
mined, the process ceases to be mathe-
marks!. The identification or naming

3 (/

'of factors anti the use of the factors or
the results of factorial analysis in
practical psychological work is no
longer a mathematical problem. From
here on we are concerned with such
questions meths extent to which the&
sialting factors have been influenced
by the compoaition of the initial battery
of tests, the c, .tterisdcs of the lam-
pkfrom which Cie dkta with °Wined,
the applicabllity of the results to-other
groups, the 'violations of psychological
and mathematical theoritain convert-
ing the resulis to ptactical and feasible
teasing procedures, "and finally the .
rather simple question: Now that we
have factotial results, what are we
goiaig to do with them? ,

Coming to the actual proem of the.
construction of a battery of tests by
means of factorial analysia, d 'imps are
something hie this: Since no factors can
eventually be `obtained which are not
included anion; the variaW,es 'skinny
studied, factotiel analyds ordinanly
begins with a large lumber of tests. It
is &likable that these tesu repvnt
the largest male variety of Allem,
and furthermore, that each test be a
reasonably pure one. "Purity," in this

iconnection, refers to homogeneity of
content and proems. Inasmuch as tele!
tively few intro tem hare been in

14
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general use, the factor analyst oftep
finds it .desirable, iist not necessary, to
construct Kew -tests for this purpose.
As we all knowoest construction is a
time-consuming and expensive process,
pafticularly when one utilizes conven-
tional methods of item analysis to

/ construct a power test in which the
items have high correlation with total
,store and' are arranged in order of
iifficulty. Furthermore, power tests
usually consume extended periods "of
time, anti in 2 situation where al many
as 6o tests are to be administered to
each, subject, ,the total dine required
can reach prohibitin lengths. Conse-
quently, we find the major portion of
original test batteries in these situations
consisting of highiy speeded tests of
relatively simple functions in which
the score depends largely on the 'um-
ber of attempts made per unit of
time.

/titer the matrix of correlation co-
efficients has been obtained, the initial
; factor loadings are computed and;
according to IOnd factor analysts, the
axes should be rotated ID that the num-
her of zero loadings is maximized so
that the factors shall make sense. Al-
though the initial factors by definition
have no correlation with each other,
the rotated axes often are not entirely
independent; in, other words, there
is some sacrifice of independence for
the sake of, improved factoe identifica-
tion. If practical use is tO be made of
the factorial results, it is necessary that
the ,test battery be abbreviated to man-
ageable lengths. This usually means
not over three nr four hours of testing
time, sod the pressure from teachers

and schooI guidance personnel makes
even shorter times more advantageous.
This means that the original batteiy
of 6o tests must be reduced to almuch
smaller number, say twelve or fifteen
as a maximum. This involves selecting
those tests which, either tingly ar in
combination, will ykld the best esti-
mate of each factor. If we have as
many as lie)factors, this means that
no more than two or three tests an os
used to identify earh, unless a particu-
lar test is wiighted separately for dif-
ferent factors. Since the correlation of
pgpflitular tests with the first factors
extracted tends to be high, reasonably
good idintification of two 'or three
factors will ordinarily result, but some
factors often have rather lost loadinp
in any test with subsequent poor esti-
mation from any combination of,p
small nutnber of teats. Although thl
fact" are correlated only to a small
extenti the individual sear are usually
much more highly correlated, and
score combinatons from these tem
equally' so. This leads to the situation

..orted by Crawford and Burnham'
among others in *which the average
correlation of Thurstone's PMA bat-
tery is reported 211 .36, whereas the
Yale Newry, not constructed on
factorial basis, yields an average inter-
correlittion of only .41. This would
appear. to be a very small gain in
independence of score for the far-
torially constituted battery.

A far more important defect, which
is nnt due to the factorial prtcess per
se, it the substitution of "factorial"
valldityl for real or practical validity.
So far !es I know, the authors and

[42
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publishers of factorially constructed
test 'batteries have been satiskd to..reu
port factorial validity and to imply that
these are adequate substitutes hir wbat
they somewhat condesardingly refer
to u ."practical validity:" From the
standpoint of usefulnies to the counsi-
bort, factorial validity,* a wholly in-
adequate substitute: The Counsakir is
heed with the necusity for making a
series of differential predictions in
order to climate the 'degree of success'
and satisfaction 'iithich his aliens may
expect in each of the several courtes
of action that are feasible for him to
undertake. In order to make "such
decisions, the cnunselor needs to know
the extent to which his test scores are

0" important to success in Certain school
courses and jobs.' mail the pus*
who have constructed factoriel bat-
teries have not been unaware of this
need and have hiaJ occurtions with
which, in slick judgment, the various
factorial scores may be expected to
have positive relationships, it is my be.
lief that this is the flimsiest sort ifcon-
jecture, inasmuch as no everimental
data are brought forth in support of
these contentions. If it reasonable to
ekpect that, the authors and publishers
of non-factorial test batteries should
produce evidence of validity against
realistic criteria, it appears also reason-
able to require evidence of the scenel
validity of the factor scores resulting
from factorially constructed batteries.
This is particularly true in the case of
less well defined factors since often
these do not coincide even 'approxi-
mately with any traits for which some
evidence of validity has previously been

3 )

obtained. For example, hat inter-
pretation cali one give to a sactoial
'core on the basis of such a definition
as this:

'This woad factor seem, then, to
rereeent a difference between 9141
ability, perhaps combined witlksome no-
aerial ability and a certain amount of
manual dexterity, and verbal abilky, with
possibly some memory involved. As a
fordo speculation vie that it
might bs linked with some physiological
or temperament factor which gm mental
activities singleness of direction and
resistance to change very similar to the
inertia ot a moving body.'

This statement was made in reference -

to in unrotated factor,' but equally
vague statements, in perhaps, fewer

, words, have occesionally been made
with regard to rotated factors.

This brings us to the problem. of
what can be done to make factorial
analytis more useful in terms of test
battery constr.-4on. The first and
most obvious seep would' be to under,
take a series of realiatic validations!
studies to determine . the extent to
which each .of the factor scorn is pre-.
dictive of success in various schol
coure, and occupational categorise. It

ay weU be that singly and in combi-
nation factorial *wee have definite
advantages Oiter th4. from from a good
battery of tests constructed according
to more traditional principles. I wiry
much doubt that this will be the case,
but I am willing to admit the posti-
talky. A much more realistic applka-
tion of factorial analysis would include,
a number of criterion scores among
the variables initially studied. If these
criteria could represent a realistic um-

[431
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plinit of several quite different scho-
lastic or occupational activities, the
resulting knosledge could have very
extensive significame -for measurensent

and perhaps for educational philosophy.
It is probable that educational 'lima-
tioas ordinarily do not offer the op-
portunity for obtaining criteria of Oa
sort for any adequate number.of indi-
vkluals. It might, hotVever; be possible
to set up an. experimental school in
which several quite different types of
trainqig could be offered within the
span of one academic year to a large
number of studenls. Objectivedasid
comprehensive'proficiency tests would
he required' for each type of trainiAg
so that reliable and meaningful cri-
terion scores could be obtained. A
factor analysis of fests and criteria for
these students would then result in
factors which would have meaning in
specific situatiods. It might be found
that some factor scoretare suitable for
predicting a large number of criteria
or it may be found that criterir which
are apparently very mUch alike require

different factors for adequate .predic-
don. Whether we use conventionally-
made tests or factor scores or projec-
tive methods, we must still establish
validity as the power to predict for
specific groups and for specific cri.
feria. This lyPe of experiment mig
ultimately result in the extraction

.
AL CONFEWENCE .

,,.

facltors which simplify die counselor's
task and effect consideralge econossi
in testing.iinr.bOn the other hand, tt
might indicate there.is no 1Wat Value
in fattot scores.'But unta wp try tbe
experiment; we won't know the.an-
swer.10 view of the fact that great .A
sums of money are being spent on
educational experimentsf the cast of
skicluan undertaking would not seem

.to be prohkoitive.
Lacking the types of yalidationsl

evidence that have been brie$1,y sug-
gested in the preeeding paragraphs, it
is my belief that factorial 'analysis
has noi demonstrated any unictile val-
ues in terms of test Wary construc-
tion, although it has given us KM* use-
ful.clues to mental organization( and
has, perhaps, provided some reinfOrce-
tin nt of the n tioniong ago strewed
by Kelley, -Hi3ll and others that if
several tett* ai1e to be used in combi-
nation, low inteicorrelations are de-
sirable.

(I)

( )
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( F Al:7011t analysis has bee much critik erence, intuition, or ork the basis of
,. a h h wilcat_ ...y oh..C4X VD SAS well as coottnon sense. . a.-

by idiopathkalry-sninded plichologists,-, It will .be clear that fsapr analysis
. although for different stn0 frequently is differentiated ffom ill the oarthodott .

opposite reasons. ThAe criticisms often . procedtfres of matotksdeterminatidfi
1

stein from inatlequate understanding of sigtsdkance ordiffere'nces, anal*
inadequate understanding of the ;as-. of..vitiance sod covariance, discrimi-
sompnns. involved a;dothe statistical mint function analysis, sequentialanal-

.- .,methods used on ihe part of Ake lidio:. Y1* siod solfonh--bY tht Ian that
paths," and inadequate unktitanifipg E641 thc cihtmciox pf" stes(
of the purposes Underlying the nuli.hypothesis ams'eprds'differ-, .. , its use on

,ences between "vevtain -groups whichthe part of the-statisticiant A.; always,
the uses and limitation* of a mattle re ki°w°'. tri°4, or in, etre of
matical meelud of analysis depend previous .-experimental iniedlitation,' at

, 401$1101161.11101110101.1",1166-004#1.411', on
is factor analyskatternpti tolatiswer the . .the purpoSes whichlt. designed to

%much more fundamental Iluestion: .serve. In the case of factor analysis, .
-, "What 'are the principles of cipssi6ca7 . ..% 4

there ripptar to be two main purposes:
tion which, obtain in" this* particular1) "I o discover taxonomk principles ,
field, and accordiug to which eaveri-in a field in which stylittle is known
mental (maps ought to be selected for.,.`that no reasonable hypotheses can 'be
the determination of significant differ- Z.set up and tested, and 2 ) 10 ttSt de-

e fr This differentiation linkç up walk(bunions made om taxonnmk hy-
potheses in a field studied sufficiently, the fundamental probleK in mental .--'
to allow the setting up of promising testing, namely Wet of valitry.. W.

a theories. In boils cases, it wOl'he seen, must distinguish wry dearly between
the problem is one of taxonomy dr two types of validity, which, we may
clafic stion ;, factors are Conceived as tentatively can lower-otd47vahdity
principles of classification which tellow pled higher-order v9hr1iti.* The usual
us to order our field of study in a way textbook definition of validity as
determined br it,,i properties 'of the 4f

agreement with a criterion" refers to
A. mtieri il with * b ,,.,..: are dealing, lowee-order validity, and is.ementudly

rather than in teroc.,4 4itliertlyt pref- an engineering concept. If we select
,
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a simple rritvion, Misch al number of.
holt* tolderr e. per hour, or number
(if idcots per Month, we can easily

determent the "validity" of a given
teat by (Medan% ie with dot criterion.
But what such a determination may
hove t certain amount of practical
usefulness in human engineering, its
vcientific value *,iilinostpottiely ni.

'the dcu!trof this conception of
" va1idity" is brought out dearly *hen
we apply it to truly esythobgical con-
cepts such es "intelligence," or "extra-
version," or geolility:" Hen vie
have either 4o criterion at all, to a
0., iltipi city of criteria /bid' do rot
cortrlate very'highly with...loch. other.
We must therefore look for a critnion
to decide Which of the many critins
to mei a procedure which gim rise to

an infinite seines of looking for cri-
teria to decide which of eeVeral critetio
to use in decidicg which i the coirect
criterion, and so forth.

Once 11.4 situation Nes in which
no clear-cut external criterion 4 ami-
ableand this lithe iase in connection
with every genuinely psychologkal
concept I know' ofw mutt have re-
course to aome form of higher-order
concept of velidity. Such a concept can
ortly derives from the adoptiott of the
itsierriel-eonistency approach; in other
veord% as in every othet Icicle*, the

, isolated fact squires meaning only
in relation to other facts, and inter-
pre ta -ntastatvor ot, and cop --epet..

trim become pueible by coordinr
,ng the isolated facts in a system cape-

Efe of iunctUmal developer ent through
the iese of the hypothetk o-ileducrive
method tt L. It it not claimed that

factor, analysis os the, only possible
variant ot this internel-conaitency ap-
proach; ft is merely dainsed that at the
present stage of development of mental
testing procedures, no other method
:available which will answer the tax.
Gnomic, docamry gutsier which
arise. Nor is k defined that factor anal-
- is perfect in iti went form;
all of us who have used it an any large
scale wal agree that there are ashy
aspects of it which' require improve-
ment or even drastic overbsuling. But
for the type of problem I have out-
lined, there simply does not appear to
be an alternative, akbough that does
not mean that we should not go on
looting for one which N free of the
admitted dillicukies attendiog the fee-
Wig appttaCh.

Two brief examples wl tustrate
the use of factor:el methods in relation
to the two main purposes I mentioned
at the beginning. The first related to
the discovery of taxonomic principles
' in s6eldin which so little is known
that no reasonable hyped), is can be
set up and united. Iss our early wait
on factors determining *esthetic pref-
!MIMS we /made an attempt to dis-
cover 'the remiss underlying prefer-
ences ft4 different types of poetry (2 ).
The literature threw no light or this

problem, and consequendy a factor-
analytic design was let op. Some thirty
poems, each relatively short, were
rsoked in order of preference by tor
subjects; them raw Is were cone-
lated and factor analysed. Two fac-
ton emerged, with( at rotation, whidt
could he interpteord very clearly on
the basin of the poerts mast l&ed and
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most disliked by the subjects havini
high positive or negative saturation
respectively on these factors. The first
.factor divided those who hie a simple
rhyming scheme (abab), a regular,
evenly accentuated rhythm, and a
dearly defined ending to each line
from those who like complex rhymieg
schemes, irregular, uneven rhytha.i,
and lines that Coritinue kin one to t'ie
other without dear brealts. I do not
want to waste time by discussing the
second factor also; one factor will
alustrate my point sufficiently. Starting
from a poeition in which we have no
guiding principles as to how we should
clasify our material, we emerge with
a clear-cut hypothesis determined es-
sentially by the internal organisation
of the preference judgments. This by-.
pothesis allows of disproof and of func-
tional development; we have tested
it by predicting preference for poems
not contained in our original sample,
and, we have developed it functionally
by showing that stmaar principles of
organiution obtain in preferences for
pictures, jokes, statues, and other see-
thetk objects, and by showing that
this simplicity-com$exity factor is cot-
reAted with temperament (3). Many
other examples' could be given, but I
think thie one is suffick nt to hlustrate
our point that !actor anal* may give
rise to classificatory hypotheses.

As an example ts Wti:, irate our
second claim, namely that tutor anal-
ysis can be used to tut a class.ficatory
hypothesis, I may perhaps quote our
studies in suggestibility (4). The hy-
pothesis warceDup that eight well
known tem of siiggestibility measured

ROBLERS

one and the same underlying variable
which might be identified with this
concept of "suggestibility." Int, core
relations were run between the eight
tests, and a factor &hal* performed.
The analysis showed that two factors
were needed to account for 'the ob-
served correlations' within the limits
of the sampling error, end that the
tests were grouped in the two-dimen-
sional space of this two-factor pattern
in such a way that four temthe body,
sway test originated by Hull, the
Chavreul Pendulum test, and two aim
levitation tuttconstitUted one group,
while tuts of the Binet typepro-
gressive lines, progressive weights, etc.

---tonitituted the other group. These
two geoups were entirely under related,
the angle of separstkn between the
centroids posing through them being
almost exactly itoe. The original hy-
potheas is conclusively disproved and
the hypothesis suggested that we are
dealing with two separate types of
suggestibility wbkh we called "pri-
mary" and "secondary," or "ideo-
motor" and "snooty" suggestilaIity.
When this new hypotheis win tested,
by using different populatiom, and
additional tests, such as a musure for
.hypnotisability and a variety of tests

ot the sensory kind, the deductions
made were confirmed in each instance
(5). Here then we have en example
of how factor analysis can be used to
Approve a hypothevis, namely that of
a general factor of suggestibaity, how
it can suggest hinted anothe,: hypoth-
etis, and how it can bc used to test
this new h: .iothesis.

1 47 1
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A third possible use of factor anal-
).tis may he in a field in which it has
noa hitherto been used to say signifi-
cant extent, namely that of the de-
scription of social groups. It is cus-
tomary to describe individuals and
.groupe in terms of scores on psycho-
metric tests; thus a group of demo-
crats may be more "radical" than a
group of republicans in terms of some
measure of radicalism-conservatism.
However, it is poseible that differences

between groups may be apparent more

in the organization of component atti-
tudes than in over-all scores. , Two
groups may not differ with respect tO
"radicalism" -as measured, but they
may show differences with regard ,to
the pattern of intercorrelations be-
tween the component attituda. Factor
analysis appears to be zhe preferred
method for disclaing and quantifying
such differences in organizatinn, and
it has been used in this way in our
studies into the organization of acid
attitudes 'as dete ed by political
patty, by age, sex, e ucation, and by
nationality.

If them are the uses of fictor analy-
sis, are its limitations? One
serious limitation 1Ws in the !Jack of
statistical criteria of significance kr
factor loading*, for variances, and for
residuals. While we have approxima-
tions, and at least one method, namely
that of Lawley, whkh permits of the
application of stich criteria, neverthe-

'Ina the absence of practicable and ac-
curate methods :or estimating sig-
nificance is a set onus businesa. Another

limitation is implied in the outline of

4.s

the use of factor analysis givrm ateve
the evidence given by factorial methods
is often suggestive rather than defin-
itive, permissive rather than con-
clusive. Ho:vever, lector analyek 'hares
this limitation with almost all other
scientific resursh methods.

Whie them limitations are admitted,
others, also often suggested by cricks,
are not. 7 he fact that factor analysts
do not dims,* agree, for instance, is
no OW* a criticism of factor anal*,
and does not set up any more mammary

limitations, than does the fact that the
respective schools started by Weis-
sman and &timelier in mathematics
hold diametrically opposed views on
the nature of such a fundamental con-
cept as numbers, limit the usefulnem
of mathetiaties. The fact tnat factor

palysis makes certain asumptions re-
garding linearity and the additive na-
ture of its variables does not constitute
a necemary limkadm , as these as-
staptioni can be tested, and as meth-
ods of factor analysis not dependent
on them cen be envisaged. Th. fact
that factorial gams often give re-
sults which Orplainly absurd tenni-
tutes limkation of factorial analysis
only in the sense that this matistical
method does not guarantee success,
when inappropriately used and inex-
pertly handled, any more than does
calculus or any other mathematical
technique. Fact r analysia requiree
as insightful statement of the probkm,
just as careful design of the cirri-
ment, and just as skilful interpretation
psychologically of the results, is does
any other team Nue ; if used in any

48 1
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other way it wil prove misleading and
unhelpful. Itse limitations, insofar as (1)
they are not merely of a temporary
technkal nature, are defined by hs
purposes,whtle useful and indeed es.
sential for certain purpoms, it throws .

no light on other types of problems, (3)
and does net attempt to displace other
methods more adequate for tfireir solu-
tion. In other words, late all scientific (4)
methods, its usefulnem is not univerml,
but circumscribed, sad only the ma- (5)
cure Judgment of the expert csn de-
cide whether in a given situation k is
likely to give him the answer he wants.
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Uses and Limitations of Factor Analysis
in Psychological Research

PAUL HORST

IT slams to me that scientific investi-
gations in' any discipline must be con-
cerned primarily with the
whkh are thought to be fundamental
to the science or discipline. If there is
general agreement on what the funda-
mental variables of the science are,
then it is difikuk to see how factor
analysis of any sort could be of value.
However, if the investigators within'
a liscipline cannot generally agree on
wnat these varisbles are, then I believe
faLtor anal* can play a useful role
in providing an objective basis for
agreement. Certainly in psychology
there is a marked lack of agreement
with reference to those vatiables im-
portant for detailing, predicting, and
controlling human behavior.

But in what semis may we regard
any set of va; lables SS beak for the
xience? In general, the factor prob..
,em arises whenmer in a given disci-
pline there exists, first, a large num-
ber of entities belonging to a specified
class, and second, a large number of
experientially distinct attributes on the
4a of which the entities are differ.:
entiated from one another. In particu-
lar, the entities may be people and
the attributes may be tens. Again, the
entities may be corporate stocks and
the attributes may be sutcersive days

for which the prices of each tot the
stocks are given. Or the entitie might
be various geographical regions and
the attributes might be variables such
as wind velocity and direction, rela-
tive humidity, baromeiric pram*, and
other atmcapheric variables.

Factor anal* amuses that there
exists a relatively small number of
attributes on the basis of which the
entities may be difierentisted from one
another about as adiequateli se On the
'bask of the large number of experi-
ential attributes. Factor analysis as-
sumes that the numerical values of the
experiential attributes can beexpressed
as functions of the primary variables.
The traditional end current methods
of analysis have assumed these lune-
dons to be linear but these assumptions
are not nen:sour except for practical
%convenience.

Essentially, then, the purpose of fac-
tor analysis is to simplify in a very ape-
cific manner our description of observ-
able phenomena. This simplification is
achieved by reducing the numLser of
attributes we require to differentiate
one entity from another. Presumably,
we may regard the primary attributes
as a subgroup of the larger group of
experiential attributes, if we Include
not only those which have already been

( SO )
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numerically evaluated, but also those
width might conceivably be so evahi-
ated hi the future. It can be demon-
strated, however, that if one relatively
smell group of attributes ludo such
that all the others may be expressed
as functions of this group, then there
will also exist an infinite number of
such groups, even thoubh they mai

not elf be eeperintentakindependent.
The 'mien therefore wises as to

which of the many male asell
groups of attributes one &Gull select as

a besis for Intimating the large number'
of experientiel attributes. Again, we
shall adopt the criterion of simplicity
of description and define it in numeri-
cal terms. Let us assume that we have
approximately 30 attributes in each
subgroup, and that all of the 30 am

needed to estimate all of, say, 10,000
experiential Attributes; within the lim-
its of accuracy we impose upon our-,
selves. Assume, however, that for one
of these groups of 30 we need an
average of only is of the attributes

to predict with acceptsble accuracy
each of the experientiel variables. For
another group we need an average of

ao of the primary variables to estimate

each of the 10,000 experientisl vari-
ables. We find, however, finelly that
Ear a particular giour of fundamental
variables we need only an average of

7 of the 30 to estimate each of the
o,000 experientiel variables. For no

other group is the average number so
low Xs 7. From the point of view of
simplkity of description, therefore, we
take the group which requires art aver-
age of 7 and designate it as ths group

of basic or primary attnbutes.

Presumably, if we had ill of the
entities :within a syltem mesaired with
respect m all of the aperiendal attri-

butes, the principal ea method would

enable us ms determise the minimal
number of attributes required to esti-
mate all of the other overlaidattri-
butes The method, however, would

not tell us which of these might be

most appropriately segregated into this

mal subgroup.
Anti this is where the second cri-

ark* is needed. Many of you have, .

already, doubdess anticipated a more
commonly known enpreesion for the '
mond numerical aiterion of simplic-
ity which I have just dimmed I refer,
of course, to the concept of eimple
structure. I have preferred, however,

so foesulate the concept of simple
structure somewhat differently from
the traditional one because Ithink the
concept formulated in this way is less

controvenial.
But the crucial question is; "Wal

the identification of primary variables
enable or to make more accurau pre-
dictions than would otherwise be pos-
sible?" Let us me how it might. In a
two- or three-41imensioaal system it ,,

is not difikult to show that the primary
variables in the system are those' from
which all the other variables may be
estimated without the use of neg.:dye
weights or coefficients. If one ar more
of th .. primary variables is replaced by
A nonprimary veriable in the predic-
tion battery, then the nonprimary pre-
dictors wil cause the primary predic-
tors to take on negative weights when

certain of the other variables are esti-
mated. It ik quite probable that this
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principle will extend to a system of
any number of diritensions, and dun,
therefore, if other than primary vari-
ables are included in the predictive set,
negative weights may appear in the
estimation of certain of the odier vari-
ables. In fact, primary variablersnight
usefully be defined as that minimal set
of variables from which all others
may be estimsted with nonnegative
weights.

The implications of primary vari-
able' for accuracy of prediction shoull
now be more apparent. If it were pos.
rible always to find' a set of primary
test variables for predicting sweat in
school or vocations or elsewheteivekeht

presumably, we should never have,
negative regression weights. For cer-
tain special cases it is easy to show that

predicted scores involving negative re-
gression weights are lex reliable than
predicted scores all of whose regressior

weights are positive. It should prob-
ably not be difficult, therefore, to set
up rather general conditions under
which estimates made from primary
variahles would be MOrt reliable than
those made from nonprimary vari-
!Ides. Other things being equal, then,
the tile of primary variables in predic-
tive batteries should enable us to make

' more reliable predictions.
Is there any other way in which

factor analysis might enable us to make
more accurate predictions? It is easy
to show that a factor analysis does not
yield more information than is con-
tained in a matrix of measures on
which 't is based. If the factor analysis
is carried out so as to include sW the
information given in the correlation

A

matrix, even errors of measurement,
then multiple factor techniques yield
rewlts identical with, and hence no
better than, the multiple regresion
methods. Most factor, analysis pro-
cedures, however, assume errors of
measurement. The 'problein is to esti-
mate the original measures in terms of
a much smaller set will sufficient &cr.
curacy so that the remaining variance .

may be considered as due to chance.
'If we assume that errors of measure-
ment result in errors in regression co-
efficient', then one of the sources Of
error in applying regreation weights
to a new sample could be eliminated
if errors of measurement, in the origi-
nal sample, were excluded. The fac-
tor techniques may enable us, few a
given sample, to get a more accurate
estimate of the true correlations for
that sample than is given by the ex-
Perimentel correlations. Therefore; it
is conteivable that II means of the
factor nichtiiques MI could, for any
giien sample, obtain a more accurate
estimate of the true regression co-
efficients for that particular sample.
The true regression weights for a
given sample should, in general, be
closer to the true population repetition
weights than would the iwgression
weiets incorporating errors of reW
urement in the sample. This suggests
thai regreeeion' weights obtained by
factor techniques on a particutar sam-
ple ,might yield mote accurate predic-
tions on subsequent samples. There-
fore, the factor technives should re-
sult in more accurate prediction of all
phenomena, human, subhuman, and
physical, where the fundamental vari.

( S2 )
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aides have not been clearly isolated
and agreed upon.

Let us now consider iitne of the
limitations of factor analysis for psy-
chologkal research. One of the n
serious hinitations comes from the I.
that factor Analysis has a vomits
appetite for data. If you want to come
tot with resittlts of any consequence
you should hoe So or 6o variables or
tests on at ,least 500 case& Comparable .

form reliability should always be io'
Corporated in the design of a definitive
factor analysis. Assumik, that a single
form of a test should be at least so
minutes long, thetwo halves would
take 20 minutes. This pans that you
could test only three variables in hour
so that it would take 20 hours to test
all bo variable& If you multiply this
by soo people, you have to,o0o man
hours of testing time just tit) get your'
basic data. I would not be inclined to
Cake very seriously the results of any
factor analyis involving psychological
tests, which falls far short of to,000
man hours of testing time. According
to this criterion, very kw factor stud-
ies to date can .qualify as thoroughly
respectable. Obviously, factor analysis
is not for 'the lone waf operator. It
is' too difficult to pick up t (Now man
hours of testing time. The collection
of data for factor analysis projects, I.
think, will more and.more have to be
sponsored by large scale cuoperative
research enterprises.

Another limitation vf factor analy-
sis is the time required for the actual
computations. The computation of the
table of intercorrelations can ;le car-
ried out fairly ,rapidly with modern

)

computing machines. But if you
small businasmao type of 7

you cannot afford the equiposent es-
quired to calculate 1,720 correlation
coefficients on soo peopit. But asswit-
ing you can get the data and the War-
correlations, untOld man hours of labor
stir lie ahead before the simple struc-
ture matrix is obtiiined. ,

Before starting the factor analyse,
you'll have to decide what to do about
the diAgonal elements. Here you
run e head-on into another 'rather
serious limitation of eurrent Lictor
techniques: To date there is no clear'
agreement 'as to what should be used
as the diagonal elements. Should you

hause unity? Should ypu use rbile ty
coefficients? Should you use estimates
of the communalities? If so, what are
comMunalities? The communality Of
a test is a very obstreperous sort of
thiig that may jump around unpre-
dktably from- one test battery to an-
other.

But even assuming that the com-
munality is a fixed value for it given
test battery, how will you define it?
Can you say that the communality
shall be such that the rank of the
matrix is a minimum? Hardly that,
because' mathematically the rank of
a matrix with unknown diagonals is
deterMined solely by the number of
variables in the matrix. If you define
the communalities in this way, some
of them could conceivably be greater
than unity and some of them might
he negati% . You may therefore insist
that ik addition te determining the
value of the communalities solely on
the basis of the number of variables,

53 ),
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n contmunality be less than zero or
greater than unity. But asignineup-
per and lower bounds for th% com-
muiralities is a long cry from assigning
rfecific values to them.

Assuming, however, that you could
solve for, values of the communalities
.which were within the acceptable
bounds and whkh enabled you to
account completely for the intercor-
relations with minimum rank, Jou
have violated the basic delinitiai of
communality. The correlation coeffi-
cients include errors of measurement
and if 'you completely account -for
them, then the communalties must
also have -nor variance in them. You
might avoid this inconsistency by as-
suming that the tank of the m
is smaller than the rank t determine
by unknown,diagonals. What values
now must you put kt the diagonals
so that if you apply a principal axis
solution carried through s companentk
the surn,of the squares of the residual
r's wal be a minimum. You might in
turn let s take all values from
through t and determine t sets of di-
agonal values, one for each assumed
rank, soch that in each CM the su,
of the squares of the residuals *mid
be a minimum for each rank. limn-
ing ynu had apprOpriate method for
determining' the smallest rank for
which the sum of the squares of the
residuals was due SD chance, you
mfght take these corresponding values

ai the best estimates of the commu-
nalities. This MIN like a pietty re-
spectable operational definition of a
communalky, but how to go about

1949 INVITATION AL CONFERENCE

finding values which,, will conform to
it might be very difficult.

What, now, are some of the more
common arguments for the use of
estimates of communality in the di-
&somas? In the first place, it itargued
that the tablelf iniercorrelations can

wbe number of factors.
templitely accound foi

ith a
This statem nt is certainly true, but
it expresses a purely mathematical arti-
fact. By the same token, the use of
communalities in the diagonal leaves
a greater proportion of the total test
variance unaccounted for. Actually,
what we have when we use commu-
nality in the diagonals is a more,v
rather than a lencompliciated system

:for descroling experiential \ phenom-
ena. We sten out with n attributes
ond Wind _up with ses attributes
iehere n is the number of varisbles

a is the number of factors.
t has, of count, been pointed out

what is mecificity for a test in
battery may be communality in

other battery. The argument goes
t if we analyse enough tests in

'enough different test batteries, eventu-
ally most of the specificities would be
absorbed by' communalitin. The as-
sumption seems to be that the use of
communalitin in the diegonals in a

number of small overlapping battery
analyses wiT eventually result in the
same factor losdings that would be
obtained if all conceivible tests were
thrown into one gigantic battery and
factored with unity in the diagonal.
So far, however, the validity of the
assumption has not been demonstrated.

( 54
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It seems to me iat the logical Way
to analyse this coiosl matrix would
be to put unity in thç diagotals and
fervently pray that- number of
factors required to t for 90%
of the total symematic variance mould
be a very small fraction of all the
variables in the matrix. If our prayers
were not answered, then we should
have no scientifically honorable re-
m= but to commir hari kali, be-
caw' the bask assumptions Of scientific
methodology would tave been desion-
seated as untenable. If, however, we
decide to analyse this giant matriit
by estimating the communality resid-
uals at each eXge, I suspect that the
off-diagonal residuals would approach
chance values when the common fac-
tor variance was mill far short of
go% of the total systematic battery
variance. It we found that most of
thetests mil bad 'pacific variance left;
I would lay the results norto the in-

%trent chaos of nature; but tO the um
of communalities in the diegonals.

Aside from the fact dtat commu-
nalides are mid to result in a smaller
number of lectors for any given study,
a more plausible justification for their
use is also presented. /t has been
alleged that imple structure is easier
to attain when communalides are used
in the diagonal rather than unity. But
to date no quantitative Or objective
criteria for simple structure have been
advanced. Therefore, the question of
which of two Sets of rotations on the
same'llita comes closer to simple struc
ture cannot be answered at the present
time, except to the satisfaction of a
portkular experimenter. Therefore,

So

since no techniques aret available' for
testing the claim *at the use of com-
munalist' in the diagonals enables
one to obtain less ambiguous :mph
structures, one can neither Ann nor
deny the claim.

Actually, it seems to me that far
too 'much emphasis has been placed .
on communality and not1enough on
mecificity. From the point of view of
prWiction, the Whams of a "gaup
of variables varies Inversely as the
cOmmon faclor variance in tbe battery.
Ideally, we should' have a battery of
measures with very low or near sero
intercorrelations so that there would be
no common factor variance, and mom
systematic variance would be specific.

There are, then, at least fout unan-
swered questions concerning the com-
munality: First, can you define it;
second, can you calculate it; third,
should you tme it at all; and fourth,
how ehould you use it?

Ihave suggemed that I retard the
concept of simple structure as a basic
scientific contribution. For this reason,
I think that the techniques foe Ackley-.
ing simple structure are of great im:
portance *nil that any defects in these
techniques are serjous limitations to
the uses of factor analysis in psycho-
logical or other scientific research. One
of the questions which arises in con-
nection with rotation to simple struc-
ture it whether Orthogonal or oblique
rotation should be employed. We know
that matrices of intercorrelations can
be %Ade to vary greatly by systematic
selection with reference to all or Wm,
of the variables. It therefore seems
plavAible that intercorrelations of either

55 )
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e sperien4l or primary variablii may
weil be regarded as a function of' the
particular sample on which the meas-
ures are drawn. Therefore, it would
seem plausible that a rotation to sim-
ple' structure on one group might
be nearly orthogonal, whde op .a
specially selected group it might be
cleariy oblique. If, then, we regaid the
specificcharacter of tbe transfOrmation
as being a function of the particular
sample, *would be unrealistic to Ix,
pezt that, for all groups, the Wan.-
formation for any particular battery
should be orthogonal. ThereforX, it
seems to me that the qoestion of
whether to uis oblique or orthogonal
transiormatiana is no longer a critical
issue.

A much more serious problem mini
in 'connection with the actual tech-
niques of rotation and the critarii for
simpli structure. At the prawn!, Um,
no completely objective 'and unique
method ;is available for the rotation
operation& One of the mast pressing

needs for research in factor tinalysk
and I believe we might say for ply-choloey.in emeriti, is research in more
adequate methods for & transforma-
tion of arbitrary factor matrices. Most
of the factor techniques will indigoes
the minimum number of attributes
requirid, but only the tosationarpro-
cedures `will identify that magus set
which ii 'maximally panimoniosa for
the' deecription of mast ognikant
experiential attributes in 'the system.
Therefore, I believe that the simple
structure concept, or mouthing equiv-
alent to it, constitutes the greatest
promise of facttg anal* to *psychP-
legical research while at the same tima
currently &reliable procedures for at-
taining simple structure represent the
most serious amitations.

In summary, then, the factor tech-
niques should result in more 'so-
itomical and accurate predictions of
socially significant behavior provided
the administrative, computational, and
technical limitations can be o ercome.

II
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VARTICIPANT$:
THILL1P 1. Itt11.4)14, WILLIAM SIIIIPIUNSOrn.

DR. RULON: Mr. Chsirman, if
this group won't accuse me of arro-
gance, I should Ms 'to suggest that
the fint two speakers are both right.
I know this vnl/ disappoint Mr. Buros,
who Isles to have argumiit. Just to
show that 1 am not malty arrogant,
I will not attempt to prove that all
three weaken are right. .

At the 'Graduate School of Educa-
tion at Harvard, we think we have
just solved the fundasitental problem
of guidance, that 1, ws have extended
the Fisher discriminant function con-
rept .to fout dimensidtts, we think.
That Meanewell, let sue give you
the exansph we think welive worked
out: ming tome data provided by

.Henry Dyer Of the Arts College
of Harvard.

We have given nine tests to five
groups of people, and then, extending
the Fisher discriminant function con-
cept to ft or dimensionOlet's see ; in
the ordinary, discriminant function,
you have two groups in one dime, Ilion,
you would have three groups in two
dimennons on a plane, and five groups
41 four dimensions. We think we have
computed four sets of discriminent
coefficients vo that, if a youngster
comes along and we give him these
nine tevit, we can compute the co.

,;

ord1ns6s for thh youngster and reign
limo point in space. We can then
compute tht crom-dimeneional dis-
tance, or the slant distance, cc the
diagonal distance in four dimensions
fig this individual from each of the
five groups; int, of mune, the short-
est &once tells which group.be be-
longs tn, just en in the ordinary dis-
criminant %action the shortest distance
aliing the line, either plus or minus,
tells which it 416.1 believe it was *Nth
tribe of epecies the.spechnen belonged
to in the original Fiber discriminant
&Anion.

It also means, therefore, that, if
this system works, it will be possible
to give one hundred tilts to twenty
professional groupedocton, !swills;
you know the lintond when there
comes along a subject ..ar vocational
guidance, we compute his coefficients,
assign him a point in space, and list
the slant distances of his point from
the centroids of the groups; the

shorter.dhtence, of cootie, determining
the group he looks late. .

It leom as though !the bystem is
fail-eafe in thyme sense 'that the
initial discriminant function is W-
aif, ; that is, if we an normAing`any
discrimination, thew sluit distances
will all come out the same, and the
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system therefOre apparently has .the
virtue that multiple regreMiun has--

Alia!, if )ou are not doing any predict-
ing, the system says so.

Now, obviously, what Mr. Hint
says about administrative dillculties in
calculatien are going to' plague us.
A tremendous amount of cakulation
is necessary. It took us approximately
tbret months to get four columns of
nine coeScients each in tile four-di-
ownsional case for five. groups ki only
nine, testkand everybody knows that
this work 'goes up approximately' by
the cuheI think that is correctof
the number of entries. But the reser,.
why I would hie to ewe that
bothef, the first two ceders are right
is that die aliproach ie strictly prat.
tical, following Dr. Bennett. The ea-
lidities and disown are in terms of
the observed test moires thermion;
that it, we collect the scores from the
individual, and *nee In what gec
the discriminant weights.

But as soon as you decide to apply
this thing ,practicallyend that we
have no .worbheets foiyou we that
you will have to minimise the number
of teem you give; thee, if you art going
to cover the distinctions between pro-
feeional groom al, 'NO any km"
battery, you will have to um a tottery
whkh covers them maximally with
the smallest number of teits, and so
you have the theoretkal problem of
what does distinguish these people, and
you wil have to apply the factor-
analysis method; I should to de-
rive the tests that you will use in order
to get maximal coverage. But the

AL CONFER iNCE
man cOilles :long and wants to know
to which groups he belts", and .1
think be will want to know stuisl
lOse groupedoctors, lawyers;',ol-
an, ditch diggers, or who not
and the counselor, or the guidanM,
officer, will not be very much inter-'
*id hi abstractions him factor load-
ings.

I, think that our system is sound,
but we don't know yet. I have seen
the four columns of nine coslicisna,
but there is an awful lot of checking
to do. One material problem is what
is the unit of measurement in the cross-

,dimensional distance?-=-became Oiese.
distances art denominate. I mean de-
nominate numben, so the unit of
measurement lenportaut. I would
like to augges(llist we ,are going to
need (even if the system woriooand
we have our fingers crowed, because
if the, system yrorb, we have prac-
tically what amounts to an iAn bomb .

in the iuidance movement) a ere-
menaces amount of machinery to
implement it. '

I might lay as an aside that you
notice, if you do giva a hundred teem
to twenty profeisiooal groups, and
then you dill in the IBM selective se-
quence computer to get these weights,
you. havc to do that only once. The
guidance counselor, when his sob)ect
comes to him, talus the ewes and
applies the weights, but with an ordi-
nary desk computer or with an or-
dinary IBM installation. The solution
of the bulk problem, in nuoserkal
terms, requires the um of the IBM

real problem is just the same, that the . *ken', sequence computer only once,

I SS )
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.or a certain battary. However, pleise
notke that you ',add .not afford to
pay the $300-an-41o4 fee for the
IBM computer up in the World
Headquarters building unlessyou were
Pratt, Iore. that you have good cover-
age on the distinctions betweel them
profesioms. AndI suggest, in order
to be Jure you have that pretty good
toverage, you bad better use the ani-.

lyhcal procedure suegessed by Dr.
Eyeenck. But to toe, the answers we

looking for, we an looking for in
terms mecined by Dr. Bennett.

Da. Smottettiou: May I suggest
that, instead of analraing these things,
we compound something so we don't
have to beadle waft than oew or two
scores in the end? /

°You see, the mistaken outlook by

r.

\

our friend, George, is that when you
factorize and discover factors G, V, IC,
and so forth, you ahould measure
these separately. The truth is that there
might be a 4pe of test which unplees
all' of these factors, and that this ie
the one you should want tu use. lt

'in fact, the one that be actually
wed to start with, and -that is th;
rm.: we m;ght welt cootf ,Y1 'to use.
Chen is no Ole, arta'. s, myself,
whO thinb that we shL. try
.plealkite the httle V ancr, Make any,
particular. determination fr.= 44.
However!, thof 'point is that perhaps vie
should begin to tura ourselves mride
down end, instead of anelysing, let
us pile the statistfcs together.. Perhape
we won't need an these earful ma.
chines.

r
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Information which should be provided by
f est PubliOers and Testing Agencies on

the Validity and Use of Their Tests

HERBERT CONRAD

APTITUDE AND INTp.,LIGENCE TESTS
.As rill,LPF you 1010V/F the informs-
1,on whkh test publiehers proVide in
connection with their teem generally
leaves something to be desired. .ome-
times we find a test manual consisting
of a page, perhaps, and no MM.
Sometimes we find a statement to the
efiet1 that the validity of the test is
assured by :the care exercised in its
construction ("sta' ndard techniques"
having been employed), or, spin, we
may find merely some bland reassur-
ance that the best evidence of the
vabdity tif the test wal be found in iti
successful use.

You are iii familiar with the ex.
remove claims which, if not made, are
insinuated. In the car of one well-
known test, for example, a footnote
esplains.that the validity and rehability
itiefficients presented refer to the tvit

triat, +Awn it WAS a goix1 deal
Iiingrr 'and unatibieyiated. That is
11 36 incompictio-s iontniire, 15 it

rii outline that the
riloght w * thvol

r41,, torortly, thf r pm fri.otr
jOt tim 14470 01 )1VielV40

4,Pif Wellie, thr WO NI IftrliNV

or very htde a said, or only very
vague statements are given regarihng
the nature of the sample, the reliability
of part scores, the'llsctors measured
by the test, the nature of the criterion
groups, taphe nature of the criterion,
correlations of subtexts with the cr-
terion, and so on .

if that is the cast, we might justi-
feuiy ask just what ought the test
publishers to provide. All of us, I
think, have pretty good ideas of what
is needed, but perhaps a reorganizatim
or restatement will be in order, and
at the conclusion, I shall give my
ideas of how we can cet these !tulip
into the reports of the publishers.

It terms to me that thr test manual,
or the information given by test pub-
lishers, alma 281111Wer certain ques,ions.

Flat, what are the purposes of the
trittl' What porpoises what uses, art
I ;aimed firr he teste That ought in
fie spelled out in considerable dem!.
If, for rxamplr, the Wechsler-Bellevue
3nroi nsl nnly n win& a language

and a perluttnante hut
oltti an intikAtion of pertomiiity
otrijnir, why, that kir.ith,

A the
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Second, we Slou ld know the an-.
swer to the question, What crkeria
were employed in validating the test?
And do them crittria match the.pur-
poses which are announced flit the
test? The criteria may be immediate
criteria', for example, sn algebra api-
tude test is given by a teacher Who
wsnis to know what the achievement
scores or grades wdl be of the students
in algebra that very next semester.
Pl'he criteria may he more or less
intermediate, such as in the case of an
elementary test being used to predict
the kind of course in high school that
might advisedly be taken,by a student
such as classical, college preparatory,
commercial, general, and so on. Or
the criterion may be remoti and ulti-
mate, in, the sense thae it measures
performance on the job as oh adult.
Educators, I think, are interested in
all three of those kinds of criteria,
and very few tests give information
about even one.

Once the criteria are announced,
we would have to examine into their
validity. For instance, in the case of'
the algebra teacher, we would want
to know how valid are the grades of
that reacher. In the case pf the high
ich6o1 course' we would similarly
warn to inquire into the validity of the
critera there, and, of course, mist
of all, we Wv hi want to iniiinre into
the valklits, nf the firm) ur
pertormanie.stittria

So far, vse h. itOt menti4ined an)-
thing about the ie.! ,;( rpt fhb, put-
poko:s Vr. hast tAliictl about mterl3,
V."411 irg.A us thr tr.111, theAr aft a
t^fP iqip iiiir111011k,

First of all, how nweh of *lg. ust
score represents nothing more than
chance, ,that is to my, how much of
the test isoa to speak, nor alti net'
question applici not AO the test
itself but. also to poi ,lres Or 'Jab-
tests.

Secondly, we *cold like to know
something of the internal consistency
or functional unity .of each of the
sub-tests. That is usually obtained by
item analysis. Relatively few tems re-
port data on item analysis in any de-
tail.

Third, we should like to know to
what extent dm test measures a mix-
ture of speed and power. At thi
present time, so far as I know, diere
ie no very uniforni method by which
the speed component is measured.
Some people use the nurnbet of cases
or proportion of cases attempting the
last kern. Dr. Tucker of the Educa-
tional Testing Service uses, among
other thin" the ratio of the standard
deviation of the number Of items an-
swered correctly to the standard devi-
ation of the numl.er of unattempted
items. Obviously, if the standard devi-
ation of the unattempted items is

very great, then the speed factor is,
presumably, fairly important in de.
termining indii3duai differences in the
test 1COM.

Fourth, we should like is, know how
this particular test cutnpares with ',thee
tots. How ii it related to other tests
/fere, what we need is a table of in-
tercorcelarkins h races
a test manual .or, beyond that, a
tja ',fir an alvait, with the panki.',..r
reit in which you are intereqed placed

ro
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in a battery that is especially deigned
to reveal the factorial compoiition of
the :est.

Fifth, we should late to know to
what extent the test ie affected by
vArious external or **triad factors,
such as make, coaching, special ex-
perience, cultural futon, and so on.
This applies partkularly to tees Of
aptitude and intelligence, whkh are
the subject of this telk. Especially
in the case of ma chematical aptitude at
the higher levels, it seems very dialcult
to obtain a measure co( aptitude that
wdl not reflect a person's courses
in mathematicatheir recency, the
grades that he made in them, his
diligence, toe so on.

Sixth, we should like, I think, to
piece thie teat into a correlation matrix
where the other members represent
criteria, or.criterion factors, since one
of the prime requirements of a tut
for greatest unfasten is that the test
correlate high with one criterion and
low with the others. That ia essential
if you are to have any kind of dif-
ferential predktion anth u was pointed
out by Dr. Rulon this morning, the
prohlem of guidance is haskally one
of Ifferential prediction.

Seventh, we ought to know whet
it the contribution of this test over
2od beyond what is available from
otilcr, easier sources. For example, it
is very easy to find out the person's
,:hronological age; win ow me4sure
t+f Ajoit tie tell ut omethi,o; that

1,,ntliogi( al age does not already
trill WO It it also easy, in some cw.s,

bit 111 to obtain the
14:641 rf.thts If that is No,
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then the question is, Does the intelli-
gence test or the measure of aptitude
tell us anything that is not already
told by the previous information/ The
irsispoodens seneriietaien I certainly

.somathing which should definitely be
known, bui very seldom is k revealed
to us in the information 'whkh test
publishers provide.

Eighth, we should ask ourselves,
Whet I the effect of the tau on the
porton who takes it? Mat of these
aptkuds tate are taken in the environ-
Mont of the school. Dole the giving
of the tat leave the individual dis-
couraged, feeling more hopeless? Does
it lead him to think that school is
whom you are given questions yOu
cannot answer? In other words, what
are the Nide effects, eo to ipeak, of the
examinatioa

Some tests have ecor;sg arrange-
mentsI am talking now of certain
tests of the Educational Testing Serv-
keeuch that either norms are not
immediasely avalabk, or the scores
do not become intrnedistely aniabk.
This its serious handicap, so far as
use of the tut for practical guidance
is concerned. I wuE talking Ian sum-
,ener with Dr. Frank Fletcher, Head
of the Occupational Opportunities
Service at Ohio State ilniverity. For
their purposes, promptness of *coring
is virtually essential. They bring in

a person, let's say, from Cleveland,
Sandusky, or other parts of Ohio, for
two days of testing and counseling.
They migiu give the Educational
Testing Service's pre-law test, hut
'since the test is 'cored back at Prince-
ton, they would ha rin sarkfactorily
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prompt knowledge of what the law
test scores are. Now, there may be
administrative problems, problems of
expense and other problems, that pro-
duce these late norms and late scores,
but so long as those problems remain
unsolved, the usefulness of the test
in a guidance situation such as that
described wal inherently, be curtailed.
It may be that the prime purpooe, the
original purpose, of the test is ful-
filled, but it Kerns too bad that other
normal purposes cannot also be ful-
filled.

And, finally, it seems to me that
we ought to expand our notion of
validity and responsibility to include,
let us say, the elimination of muddle-
headedness by the users of the test.
I can give you a clear example, close
to home. Colleges and universities re-
quire that students applying for ad-
mission to college take the Scholastic
Aptir,de Teat, giving a Verbal and
a Mathematical score, and, ,in addi-
tint, take an English Composition
_ est. It has been found in a study
hy Miss Edith Huddleston, which I
think is a model in many ways, that
the Scholastic Aptitude Test will pre-
dict English composition scores and
grades better and more cheaply than
the English Composition Test. This
was discovered at least one year ago.
Hut unksi colkges are much more
responsive than I think, I dare my
that these colleg 's are still requiring
the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the
English Composition Test.

I think it is the responsibility of
the test publisher to point out very
vig,Irmily to such pets:11s that so far

as can be seen, the giving di the second
test, the English Composition Test, is
not neceseary. It is a waste of money
and a waste of time. In the time re-
quired by the English Composition
Test, some other tut could be substi-
tuted, for other purposes and to better
effect. What I am saying, in effect,
is that matters of policy are not, or
should not be, considered outside the
province of the test publisher. Let me
give an analogy.

A person who is producing drugs,
an ethical manufacturer of drugs,
does not simply put a drug on the
market and say, "Well, if it is mis-
used, lc is not my fault. After all, it
says here in the print that, they don't
have to misuse k if they don't want
to and if they have any brains." The
ethical manufacturer goes to some
little trouble to see that the thing is
not misused. The same is true, let us
say, of the manufacturer of special
equipment. New radar equipment, get
up on a ship, would not be worth
very much unless the manufactarer
went on that ship and saw that the
radar equipment was used properly.
That is part of the manufacturer's job.
It should be part of the test pub-
lishers' job to take the mate responsi-
bility.

1,Vell, I dare say that all of this is
more or less familiar to you. We know
that at least plot of these things
I think you w agreeshould be
done What I shoold like to empha-
Si/C is that we ()ugh to follow through
on coir testing, mod not simply say
that "Here is avallailr- ..." If we think
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that local norms would be useful,
we ought to do what we can to see
that the kcal norms are correctly ob=
tained. If we feel that just giving the
means and standard deviations is not
enough, we might give an expectancy
nibie and 'indicate how it may be
used; with that expectancy table, we
ought to be very careful to point out
that the expectancy for extreme scores

is leis reliable than the expectancy,
let us say, for scores around the mean.

But, to go on, granted that this
information is desirable, or that mast
of it is desirable, we know it is not
forthcoming in most caws. Why is
that? Is it unnecessary? Most of it
is both desirable 'and necesemy. Would

giving the information possibly reveal
too much of the shortcomings of the
test? I think that is true, in ,some
cases, but no ethical publisher WoUld
on that account fail to reveal the
facts, about his test. If his test is
defective, you can be pretty sure that
other tests are equally, if not more
defectiveassuming that the publisher
is experienced and capable in the
selection of tests which he publishes.

Is it too expemive to provide the
information we have asked for? The
answer to that, I think, is a resound-
ing, "Yes, it it too expensive." I can
imagine that, if the Educational Test-
ing Set vke, for example, did half the
things I have been talking about, it
just could nnt continue in business

,t con, ual grants from out-
sidr ces. In other words, an ethi-
ral producer of tests, if he is asked
to meet all of these ideal require-

ments, would sow% find that he is the
goose that tries eft Ivy the golden eggs
with every test, but there just isn't
enough of that gold in the system.

What can we do about the matter?
Well, we can't pass slaw. That
seems pretty dear. Can we educate
consumers to demand and pay for the
superior product? I think that college
teachers are succeeding in educating
the consumeri the test producers are
also educating the consumer. It seems
eo be a pretty slow process. It is basic.

It is necessary. Is there imything that
could be done to 'peed it up?,

I 111,Ie OM suggestion which I
think has been made before, namely,
the criation of an impartial bureau
of standards for test validation, which
would Aare enough prestige ea that
its word would mean something in
the market of tests. Such a bureau
should not be connected with any
university. It is "hot" busineta, this
business of validating tests and saying
which is which, which is superior or
inferior, and so on. A university in
general cannot stand it. And it should
not be a governmental enterprise, for
the same reason. Nor should it be an
enterprise dominated by any one test-
producing organization, because if it
were, the results would be suspect. I
feel sure that if the author of the
Ohio State Psychological Test, for
example, were to validate his test,
while somebody else in the Educational

Testing Service validated the Scho-
lastic Aptitude Test, it would be
pretty hard to avoid unconscious bias,
and there would always he the suspi-

67 I
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cioo that unconscious bias had crept in.
So it hit to be an independent organ-
ization.

Well, of course, the question comes
in, Where is the money going to come
from for that? The money can only
come, it seems to me, if the bureau

J.

acquires enough prestige so that the
consOmer is waling to pay for the
badge of approval and for the stock
of informition-y-willing to pay enough
extra, so that this bureau can be sup-
portecl. on a trial bags from the test-
producing organizations themselves.
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Information which should be provided by
'rest Publishers and Testing Agencies on

the Validity, and Use of Their Tests

PAUL L. DRESSEb,

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

Present Practices in Providin: Bui
dew. on Ten Validity

ALTHOUGH the emphais in the title
of this paper is on "should be, it
seemed to me advisable to look first
at what "is" as a basis for talking
about what should be.Terusal of man-
uals, supplemented by the reading of
reviews in the Mental Measurements
Yearbooks, resulted in the listing of
many different types of evidence which
have been provided on the validity
of achievement tests. These can be
classified into five relatively distinct
types of evidence, as follows:

t. No evidence
2. Expert opinion
3. Current practice
4. Statistical
5. Face validity (Validity by as-

sumption)

The no evidence category means
just that. The author and publishers
furnish no evidence on validity, on
the criteria for construction, or m the
significance of the results. Erprrt ofrin-
ion includes statements to the effect
that validity or appropriateness of con-

tent are insured by the experience of
the authors, the' critkisui of specklists,
or adherence to the recommendations
of certain councils or committees. Cot-
rest 'musks includes statements that
the test content ripresents beet teach-

, ing practice, that it k based on repu-
table criteria or an analysis of text-
books. Statistical *videos* includes data
or statements indkating that the test
discriminates between good and poor
students, that the scores correlate to
such and such, an extent with grades
or point average, that all items 1,,,t1
have been statistically validated, Jut
items have been arranged according
to difficulty. Pace validity is a much
abused and, at this stage, somewhat
disreputable term. Obviously, state-
ments which I have classified as expert
opinion and current practice might he
considered evidence of face validity.
In terms of Mosier's classification of
types of face validity, these would seem
to involve validity by definition or on
the basis of previous research by others.

There are, again according to Mosier,
two ,idditional types of face validity:
The assumption of validity on the

(69)
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basis of a common sense relationship
to the objective, and validhy by ap-

pearance. When the, simple statement
is made that the test has face validity,
the author or publisher seems most
frequently to mean one of these last
two.--Tthat is, validity by assump4on
or by appearance:

Use oi exPert opinion, current prac-
tice and face validity as evidences of
validity is questionable, particulatly
when as in many, perhaps mast, caws,
the experts, the, basis of determination
of best teaching practice, - the text-
books, toe., are not made known to
the test user. The 'user has no way
'in which to check the statements made
snit ,has the alternative of accepting
them at their face value or of ascer-
taining validity through his own If-
forts. Such, reporting is not in accord
with the principles of scientific re-
search.

Relationship Of Validity to Rsliability

The review of test mar uals also re-
vealed the following te idencies re-
garding validity and reliability:

14 Tests of high reliability are fre-
quently assumed to be highly valid.

2. Items yielding high reliabilities
are consistently selected over those
yirltling low reliabilities.

3. The number nf objectives mt.as-
ured is restricted for the sake of greater
homogeneity and consequent higher
teliability.

4. No distint don is made among
thr. various 501111V4 of vAriation, Mich

(3) Vatiations among or within in-
dividuals

s.

(b) Degree of difficulty of the ma-
terial

(c) Sampling of the area
These .tendencies suggest that de-

spite the extensive amount of mate! ial
writtenabout validity and reliability,
there exits none too clear a distinction
in practice., This confusion is com-
pounded of ignoruice, lack of clarity
in the concepts, and also lack Of ap-
propriateness to the basic purpose ,to
be served. For exkmple, various' mean-
ings assigned to validity include:

(1) The extent to which aiesting
technique gives evidence of mastery
of the desired technique.

(2) The extent to which the test
indicates status relative to the universe
of which :these items are a sample.

(j) The extent to which we can
predict something firsim the test.

(4) The extent to which the test
indicates the ability to handle real life
situatiofis,that is, situations outside of
the classroom.

Them four concepts, except for
some rewording, are essentially ones
mentioned by John Flanagan at the
1948 session of this Conference. Any
one of them is applicable to achieve-
meoeliesting in some ways and yet
also inapplicable or at least unsatis-
factory in others. Let us examine each
t .incept to clarify this.

Recalling a fact and selecting it
from a group of proffered responses
arc not the same. However, a comple-
tion test and a multiple choice test
on the same facts can he set up, and
the correlation between the two is
an indication of the validity of the
multiple choice test as a substitute for

r 70 1
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tWcompletion test. However, as one
deals with more complex objectives

..'the problem of accurately rati...91,. an
unstructured response becomes so great

that the decirion as to whether a
structured test situation indicates mas-
tery of the desired objective becomes
more a matter of expert judgment
than of statistical manipulation. If our
objective or recall of facts becomes
one of recall at appropriate timc and

for use, we face a difficult situa7

A tint.
The second concept of validity

the indication of status relative to the
universe of whicb thew items are a
sampleis productive of confusn
with reliability. If ihe items -involve,
ski's somewhat 'different from the
desired skills, the measure of the ex-
tent of overlapping or similarity of
6,- test items and the desired skills is
an indkation of telt validity. The 're-
lationship ,crf a sample of the slightly
invalid items found in the test to the
universe of all such invalid items ma? '
be more properly thought of as the
test reliability than as its validity. On
this basis, the correlationkof a test
with a longer test of the same type
is not ordinarily a measure of validity.
It will be only when the test items
are shown to, be valid in the first
senstand then validity and reliability
are nlentical.

Relative ' to the third concept of
salidityPredi. tionthe difficuhy lies
with the criterion. If we are tO accept
the usual (our w grades as criteril and
4 4 4114,11t1 114. t test% 1/4i as t41 yield the highest

possible (orielitions with curb criteria,
we shall ss u .dy noprove either the

tests or eduational practicer. A well
constructed test can much mbre logia
tally be used to investigate the validity
of usual grading'practice. We have,
in fact, validated tests with grades and
grades with tests rather indisCrimi-
newly, to the confusion of-everyone.

A student last var .asked ase to
explain just this matter. Hksaid, "The
Dean says objective tests are used be-
cause they are . mot accurate than
instructors' grades. The instructors say
the tests are no good because we don't
get. the dune grades. The State News
reported that a study had shown a
high relation between tests wires and
grades. I'm confused."

Validity conceived of in terms of
the extent to which a test provides
evidence of shaky to handle real
situations puts the maker of a siniir
test in 'an almost . hopeless situation
insofar as producing any statistical or
other evidence of validity. The ad-
equacy of performance in a real life
situation is a judgmental matter, and
it is entirely too 'complicated' to pick
out that which is relevant to a particu-
lar test. Moreriver, planned situations
are not real life situations, m that it
becomes necessary to make extensive
and surreptitious observations on all'
individuals involved 111 the validity
studya program apt to be productive
of situations in its own right. Con-
veivably this sort of thing may c done
to study a total program. It ran hardly
he done for a single test.

We appear to tit.
basis for establishing validity and we
are ntit'yet finished. For an aptitode
teq whwh. nier.ure.; siinie trait Roil-

1 71 1
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posedly not Much influenced by train-
ing, validity may he contitrued u the
relationship between the test perform-
ance and actual performance.. Mt
achievement test, however, is used in
connection with objectives supposedly
and, at least occasionelly; actually in-
fluenced by education. We are then
faced with these additional difficulties:

( t) Validity does not exist except
in relation to a partictilar individual in
a part' icular educarional progr'am. This
is exeniplified by the fact that

an item constructed to measure
reasoning does not do so if it
has been taught in the course
and is then recalled.

(b) an item to measure reasoning
is not valid for.the single indi-
vidual who may have seen that
part; ,ular problem somewhere,
even it it is for the rest of the
students. -

(c) an item involvingl an objective
not accepted or not developed
fur a course is not valid for that
course.

a ten not involvin all the
objectives of a ro,u-se is not
valid utiles. this deficiency is
recognized.

(2) In an attempt to get validity,
are selected on the basis of

ciodence that students show chauge
with tepid to them. Our tests are
then loaded with materials '6 whk.h
hange is most asily uhuined .and

tend, therefore, to perpetuate certein
( and frequently bad) instruttional
riEtice. Test items which are best
01 term, of Itatttikal evidente are

qnendy triAlk

(a)

(J)

(3) Emphasis' on national, re-
rional, or even local norms is. fre-
vently eelated to'validity in ehat arch
norms show the wide differences in
performance of individuals and of
groups. Actually this evidence tenth
to obscure the more important guts-
Ons of

(a) actual gains by individuals and
groups relative to nri,Jus ob-

jectives
(b) what constitutes a reasonable .

or an optimum pin over a
give!t period or as a result of
certain courses

(cr differential gains for studems
of differing abdities. The must
capable studets should show
the greatest gamanot just be
at the top of the distrlution.

Up to this point we have been criti-
cal and destructively so, but we can
now base positive and, I hepe, con-
structive set ..of recommendations en
this criticism. At the first stage it
would seem to be necessavy that atIrtle
attentii,n he given-to clarification and
careful statement of some of the more
important educational objectives (not,
,necessanly only those most empha-
sized in practice). These should be
defined not just in words but in terms
.of actual problem situations, with de-
tailed analyses of the kind of he

havior which is or should be elicited,
Based upon such a statement we

would then expecc a tett author or
distributing ogemy to

(t ) state the kpeilfir: obitillset
tovered by a test and indttrite ibe

live emphasis « n each.
(1) providervmlem e that the think-

a'
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ing. done by stodents in handling the
teses is that involved in chile objectives.

(3) provide evidence of the initial
status of variOus types of groups rela-
tive to these objectives.

(4 ) provide evidence on posaible
and desirabk pins which can be made
under certain conditions.

( s) list the knowledge,' facts, and
principles needr for handling the test.
khis is psrta tmporuntforreste

involving applications and critical
thinking,

(6) list desisable educational ob-
jectives not lowered by the test and
suggestgways of supplementing to get
a well-rounded evaluation program.

(7) de-emphasize status AMINO and
place emphattia on growth.

(8) dinicnie the level of function-
ing of individuals falling it various
points in the disttibution of test scores.

(9) indicate the extent to which
the sampling of a particular type of
beluvior is adequate for ranking ,indl-
viduals with regard to that type of
behavior, .

( to) provide detailed infoetation
teathonk analyses, e. em, ittnruc-

ttensl pricrie, or other such expert
opinion or.current prsctice approaches
to validity.

It may be objerted that these suii-
vcstills do ool result in neat statist.-
, 17 sommArization of vability and reh.

for 'one, don't .aft. If ltivh
pr,,,,trio were followed thc priespec-

vise test uicr C,fAllhi select And use
..t sth ome understanding aiiL

Ath sione assoram r that the frikoh%
lir Would be etv,

fA pre, aitil post frsf fl

f

o.

termine the amount olActual progress
made. He 'would haiir,/ spate ;dei of
what to do if he f6und that inade-
quate gains were registered. Such tests
would be valid because they would
have value and they Would be reliable
became teachen Would. rely on them.

I Tully have said what I have to
say on the assigned topk, but I have
one more related point to make. Test
matters have been in a putt of unstable
equilibrium in that they have been
constantly reaching ahead "for oppor-
tunities to show teachers the valus of
sjenti& testing and et the same time
leaning over backward tco.avoid the
critkism of controlling or derermining
curriculum or teaching methods. In
trying to mold tests to it teaching
practice, testing ha$ been guilty of
perpetuating practice. We a nnot a-
void influencing 'instruction, and we
had *better face the issue clearly and
boldly.

I believe that a qualified subject-
matter man who seriously tons his
attention to evaluation attains a degree
of insight into the student wind afid
into the tignificance and inter-relation-
ships of the subject that is far`beyond
that of the average teacher. .

believe ths.t as such an evaluator
seeks for and find?, situations which
give opportunity for a student to show
whether he has a certain OM or
ability, he also finds that these same
kinds of sifIffifinn% are the best situa-
tions in whii:h rn place the student so
that he may Fri pratikr, io such a Alttll

I believe that the erahmfte has an
,14,0,0,11 to show how forth ma.
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(aim% cAn be uwd to improve instruc-
tn and that he should be more con-
kerned with this than with prewrving
the secrecy of his test items so that
they can be used for grading.

I believe that many instuctors,
partic.darly in general education pro-
gram% are sincerely trying to find
wavs of developing thinking skills and
iither objectives beyond faclual knowl-
edge without quite knowing how to
du it, and if we do not adapt our
ev.aluative materials for instructional
use we play the fool by trying .to ast

and grade students on isomething for
whicii they have had no trAining.

Our 6ru job in achievement test-
ing is to mist ,teachers to get 1111AXii
mum achierment. Ranking or grad-
ing shottld bt incidental, aild yet I
believe-it is obviots that to date otir
testing has served primarily to con-
centrate the attention of teachers ani&
administrators op grading, ranking
and selection. It is high time that
menuremmt and evaluation snit
rather than diFract the classroom
teacher,

/4 j



Information which should be provided by
Test Publishers and Testing Agencies on

the Validity and Use of Their Tests

LALTWONCE F. SHAFFER

PERSONALITY TESTS

THIS i An eta of personality teas.
Hardly a month paws without bring-
irq some new meas,ire uf perionality,
either sued by a test publisher, or
iiinounced in a book or journal aqi-
de. 'The appearance of these many
lens is itself a tixial phenomenon of
great interest. Educators and psy-
cholog,,I4 are no longer contenyo deal
only with the intellectual and us-
demic aspects of people, but, Mom-
ingly recognize the importance of
motivation and emonon in hums,* life.
Mental hygiene and personal arlpsi-
ment have come out of the clinks,
and are emphasi4ed in education, in-
-tuitry and many other fields. The

of pervinality measures in a

trsponv" to a great need tiro Jo some.
th)olt c: wo4trintive for tr welfair and
rift, fikew4vo, i,f whote people,

trsts
117qo at,t1 onnotimhhIr orkr,st,
000kt a,r14.4i *iltrr.ro find that Illicit

it"o,i(h.to lbw Arer quantits.
a4o, kisr hrnity ckt4hiihe,61

1,-11.0AY:r ihr 1.)t ihh.
411.:A ,Arr 1.6114; `,.tsei.111% JtØi cdtv s

,;.tifft,i441 4tIV ri bf4 afte,rtwi

validate a measure of any aspect or'
aspects of personahry. The need for
the tilts sci great, however, that
many come to the market sadly lack.
Mg in evidence of their worth. The
1$1111C equation seems to be that
pressing demand for personality mearp.
ures, plus almost lrituperable technk41
difficultis, 'coals r ;any bad tam

What data shou, I be supplied tO
attest to the vali44 of personality
test? A first and very modest answer
might be that soma evidence should
be given rather than none at al Even
so small a demand it unmet by many
tem. During the pan year two elabo-
Nit! dirIkAl Wits that draw sweeping
concluUons on many aspects of person.
ahty have been destrihed by whok;
hook*. In me, c4tv, the only esoo,
de 14 e of vahdity is Atii appeal tit the
thnkal expetienke of flit *oibut, dt.

quilOrlp, hundreds of t asek,
l'hr wee is asked to Ity the teta con
faith, and to seek evidence 4'. k 'WM(
ihiittVh fs'A own rxert;encr wtio

ah oppra; lu rtOotr and vihirt.-
ittlusg-4, tel 14141y. Hi pt.k r oof

91,k p4114 '474:111 rriribe

a
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(Cm). to tuka duiri to

stientir4- progress, These two tests
rtay wet:), eleolve awasturs

ti?flit indeeii, bur we shall never
Iota* watt ...ettainty until they eft
otbit, tett to sound and communicable

Tesits whose simpler dnign makes
torin eiaN';:),' to study ob;ectively have
ati0,. been publiftTil without valklition.
'There ere numerous questionnaires
inteik0iNi to select tridents whose per-
sonal malklitstmrot demands
sidual Etentioa, who h are quite wise-
ivmpanied by any evoience of having
identified such stotien. .The items
and respon4s have treen se-
let,ted that*: experts .bink them path-
ofogival, or iiet.ause illey have been
`indultam ptrtedl,g maar querior.-
toire% of ber..ose they correlate with
one ariolOtt ,;f1 intet nal rurisistency,
Sigh instenees may kad trig useri to
frali rLaftklak cricalty and to
him front wog totally unvalidated

rxr+ t for research studies.
Mrhough ll revs should possevi

wine evident* of valArty, th, flitturc
of the inform loon may vary greedy
at-tot/flog tu the (tafatfrr of the test.
Ni,r porsonal.4. mraaurel aft alike
ihy differ w'iditti both as to the

tatoiet. uttiver, thry are applied sod
tpors th,y are de%gried.

Stprnt of tht proYtrom ,0f
tan he clar;f;r4 tt, rt:rikuietitte the ria-
lto+. itf the tesati.

Pesti.o.na'otti, vav'f the degrre
'tt Oie t. depend ori the *Al of

etstronet , At twit extreme are
0., al trtIN from wilt+ h rr *covet are

1, that it yalus'erl Tabu-
coell as At.t-rvnrcRIK of the pert/Lola:1,,

ity of the examinee. Eumplts of tech-
nitities at this end of the continuum
art tlu Thematic Apperception Test
and other picture-story fantasy testa
NO novice cars me such ten effec-
tively.,, for it is only a mans for elicit-
ing response!: that ate ..,,vitluated by a
thorough knowledge ot the dynamics
ot humsn behavior. The fundamental
measuriOg instrument is the dinkian
himself tether than the teat. Wht.
rise test has no validity apatt from its
uteri it is perhaps irrelevant tD speak
of its nwn validity. One CM, how-
ever, study the degree to which the
crnkian is valid with and without the
aid of a certain technirea arid thereby
amess the valin zbt.. test indirectly.
Up to the present, few sue.b
fur:- ;:len impacted.

At ese moil:: pole of the same
continuum are questicimutirm that are
administered objectively and *cored
by machine or even by the examinee
himself. Here dependence on clinical
skill is certainly at its min;mvm, and
the .test instritriert can 'he evil Uted

Therrfore, the test maker
ha a clearer obliption, as well ar a
wont hat, caliper opporturi ty, to ft-
Dorf *alidity in unambitious terms.

Aritath,1 irnporunt way that per-
diffei. a in tespw to the

number of to pothese. that ther un.
dertAke to fwa".c, .rt. A englt.hypothe.,
it tet a one y.,!40ng a ranee s ore,
whqh omertak tr predict a *Angie
outi olise Sante tt0i, afAua Don gites the
hem oppoe totity for xplarit tealodattro
ihe demand for et tepte ht

rt nrmous in i. 0e 'ostarp,et it
a pract'xahle ,0 bet r. a

sq )
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espetonrot with a design like tiok
used to study the etliCti4e47,r11 ii "It
aptitude ICitb Several questionnaires
constructed in the'armed forces dv
mg %Vivid Wit .1,1. were reasonably
valid predictors of Wore. to Adjust to
the personal requiremenb of mdkary
setviee. rerhaivt the unusual' motiv*.
nuns uf n.en in war time contributed
to thik sweets of such tests. Equall4
important, and still insulliciendy ea.
plored in analogous cirdian situations,
were the decisive and goon-mm*4
criteria, the large numbers of cities
tested, and the rigorous anal,* of
kern

Tbe use of operational cisittria
(odd resolve many of the eailig dif-
ficulties i the vslidation of
ity measuret It mhud to inalidate a
test that daimr. to identify ".titurolic"
students, beciug, no otne tan define
vista, what is meatt by .'wrieurotk."
'Tests to identify students who will
wek the help oi a cow-odor, re who
will get lowqr grades thin indkezd
by tseir abilities, or who will drcp
from scht,o1 fur otheti then academic
or et nnomir TediddIN'ought be prac-
IA Ode' became the criteria are bet-
Cti,ritl. one.,

Wh.4 A test Kati leen rovistrocted
to pretisct a veiific outcome, the user
sslots m know in simpk terms how

r1I it will fifiqtion _. in addition to
The validity data exp.:Itsed in
terms of rorrelstioil nv oi the ig

the rbfferrnre hotweto
the test maker van ski*e

dane tee'rv tnear.incfral pet(tr? t, To 1
f,,rkard prediction, the per,

Ps! ,41 (Slei,
lt,,1 ^If false orgatists

e

will bc of greater valisr to the user
than vAll many more sophetkaied
tables.

Mimi personality tests attempt to
investigate multiple hypotheses ratf
than tingle ones. Their alto is to de.
scribe the whole pert r..ty, or large
:stens *of it, 'rather than to &AMU
ápecic queleions. Examples of, these
tests vary from questionnaires that
yield profile* of from four to ten
KOfI$ to eli ,deviort itch a the
Rorschach from which almost ing-
;ely varied personality descriptions
VC drams.

Multi-dimensionsl personaiity tests
offer probiems of validation that have
!lever been. lobed satisfactorily. In-
deed, k is mettle that the ordinary
coccept of validity Is completely insp-
plicabik to them wben they as* con.
sailed ss broad descripove methods.
A full descriptkin of permality can
be validated only by or mparing it with
some equally ifull description obtained
by another method. The question
then seises as fx) what is the criterion
and what is the dependent varisble.
If we Compare the whole Rorschach
with the result of s long and, well
planred series of interviews, whkh is
the criterion? Do we judge the Ror-
schach by the intereie'Avs, or tlie inter-
views by the Rorschach? It is feasible
Anti statiottiite to compare the teth
niques, but the -comparieon is tio,
validation in the ordinary *rise.

'The vier of a irtilld-d;menTdeMil
te.t often conreiwes he4 utpose at
porch aracciptOre; he "stool to untie,-
%rand the perwin fkinv and dreply Tr

many inttancen that a worthwhde
rrhitcti..e,, teallv rioderitand ror-

f j
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otnet petion, tut the sake ot the un-
deistanding 'twit and without trace
tb I uhetior motive, * a rich and sane-
lying experience, akin to the aesthetic
appreciation of great ert or great mu-
sic, in other cases, the source of the
need tor undersunding is not so put*.
To pry WO another person's 'Winer
hie, to crack apart his defenses and
vierio his balk motivations and con-
di'', may be a petpinTom kind of
satisfaction, to um the curiosity at
the examiner hi need for power.
In, any instance, 'esthetic, morbid or
the many degrm that lie between,
purely descriptive penonality study
tor its own take alone cannot be
vilideted; it ten only be experienced.

Users of multi-dimertional per-
tonality tests do not always operate on
the abstract level ot pure driripthro
They have practical questions to an-
swer. The Rorschach worker asks hi
rest whether the patient is schizo-
Omni,. The college counselor may
consult a protik drawn from a quits-
tionnaire toe* clue as to whether the
student's anxiety is keno:red on scam
demk, farndy, peer-relationship
problems. Them become validatable
'ewes. When a complex test is ap-
pirt to a mecific problem, clitirria
Col he identified, and designs coo-
sit fitted to study the relationsiiips be .
tween the criteria and the test.

It is very likely that many perso.ial-
Ov tests Can be validated "as a
whol," in their devriptive functions,
Hot all applications of such testi ate
Niiborct tui the *rainy of vahdatiiin,
1 tie!. maker id a test thtrelore hiss a
reponutiility e. &femme the CAC% hi

which a mit will be put, and to supply
dependable tvidence relevant to such

uses.

In stressing the functkutal defini-
Hien of validity, the emphasis so tar
hes been on the question of validity
for what. Lquallr 'important is the
need to define validity for whom. Al=
though the culture of the eunainee
has inplication , for tiiJ interpreution
of ail teats, it has special eignicance
for ietf1101tility 10111111111*IL One does

not have to go to Bali for etampk
Attitudes toward wither* or toward
are that would peedict OtriOtill per-
sonal maladjbstment in a bc:y in a
mull suburban linen a ay be quite
normal kw a younpter in a city slum.
AU too many generalizations isiszn-
tisted only an mental hoapital patients
me being attended to college students
and other normal adults in the inter-
pretation of some personality teem It
is incumbent on the test maker to
specify in mow detail the population
for which his validities hold. The day
ja peat when " joo ninth grade puptls"
can be regarded as an adequate de-
scnption of a validation pimp.

Tn su nmary, the validation of per-
mnality Mb should keep close to op-
erational reality. A personality test AI
such an hardly be vaWated. What
can be validated is the use of the test
for a particular purpose, and with re-
spect to a defined group of examinees.
The maker and publish -r of a per-
sonality measure have an obligation
to obtain and limits information that
will !et the our know thiy degree of
confidence with which fie can apply
the te : to pm tit at hotrisn needs.

lh
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DISCUSSION

PARTICIPAN '5"
OSCAR K. limos, WAVIVR V. IDIOHAMI WALTSR N. DUROST, HUILA)
G. SRASHORR, PAUL HOUr, HIRMIULT S. COPIIAD, JONIPH ZUBINI Hal-
Join, T. MANURI., ROORR T. LANNON, hVINO Loaoa, PAUL L. Daassat.,
LAURANCII F. Sitas.nre, TRUMAN L KILLLIty.

CHAIRMAN &mot: The recent 4.
sue of Persons.: hycholon has a
column by Dr. Bing Lam which is
both encouraging and discooraging.
It is encouraging because it is the
prctentetion of a forceful, excellent
idea, It is discouraging to me because,
as Dr, Bingham mer\ioned in his col-
umn, this 4ea has been presented for
at least the pest twenty-five years, It
appears, then; that the lag in the use
of expectancy tables is at least twenty-
five years and pomisly thirty or thirty-
rve. I should lie Dr, BMgham to say
a word shout this,
(Reprints of Dr. ;uingham's paper
entitled "Great Expectations," from
Prroowi Plyche logy, Vol. 2, No. 3,
Autumn, 1949, Wert distributed.)

litmr.tisse: Mr. HUI% and
Members of the Conference I w.
trading, the day before yesterday, the
report of the meeting a year ago,
when tioti were dilcusiang the con-
tfrl 6 i6016 of tegs. A most stimulating

me, rovocallitte thought Was
mottled there n ime remarks of

Mr, Langmuir who insisted that be-
fore starting to buid a test we should
undertake to define what we want a
score on that test to tell.us.

Now, be 'did not say, "what we
want the coefficient of correlation to
tell us," but, "a score." The meaning
of a score 4 what th, of us want
who are concerned with counseling
individuals and who have occasion to
look at the cumulative record of
achievement test scores, pernmalfey
appraisals, and aptitude test&

We want each individual's score

to tell us something about him. What
4 it we want to knows Most of uel,i
believe, mould he grateful to have at

hand the information that would help
us to know what such-end-such a
yore on this test tells about the trnh.
diary that if a person who makes
that *core goes ahead and takes cal-
cults, or enters the dental college, or
undertakes to !earn carpentry or what-
ever the ft-4 4 for, he win or woil not
succeed ao well ao Ma "Wage I'Vert.
bet of the perticidar trio/ion /soup
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TESTING PROBLEMS

I am glad that preceding speakers,
Dr. Conrad in particular, reminded
us of the ethics of the pharmaceutical
manufacturers. I have been looking
into (lome of their publications about
new drugs. They are meticulous to
state the contraindications, and to
publish the facts as to when you must
not use this drug because not enough
is known about it yet. "You may use
it in such-and-such conditions," they
say to the phyiciar, "but not in thew

, others for which it might seenvto be
useful." Can't we, Mr. Chairman,
raise our profesion ti the ethics! level
ot the pharmaceutical manufacturers
and the businessmen who sell drugs
to physicians?

CHAIRMAN Butos: I WIN especial-
ly interested to hear Dr. Bingham
compare the amount of information
provided by feu publishers today with
fifteen years agc, to the discredit of
the test publishers today. In pm-

per which I gave at the American
Vlychologkal Association meeting in
Denver last month, I made the state-
ment, which I will repeat at this time,
that the better tee publishers today
are supplying less infoematioo about
the construction, the validity, the use,
and the interpretation of their tests
than the better test publishers twenty-
five years ago. The meeting is now
open for discussion.

Da. DOROTT: Mr, Chairman, I
woold hr remiss in my revponsihilities'

I were not to riot to that challenge,
having seen the Director of the Test
Diwision of 'Mold Book Companv
for a iierioil of thirteen years.

triirk :ha. is quite incorrect vi

far as any of the publication$ 1^..1

World Book are concerned.
DR. BIMOHAM: Quite so.
CHAIRMAN SOROS: And I will

add to my remarks that one of the
reasons why I can make that state-
ment is that twenty-five years ego
today the World Book Company
played a much more important part
in test construction than it does to-
day. I did not name the conipany in

my talk about it at the APA meeting,
but I stated that only one company
has been consistently attempting to
give adequate information 'about the
construction, validation, and the uses
of its tests. I think that is primarily
due to the influence of Truman Kel-
ley and Coles M., Ruch, who insisted
right from the beginning that they
place the cards on the table. Now, the
World Book Company does not hate
a clean record, by all means, but com-
pared to the other publishers it has a
record they cao look at with envy.
Do you agree with that, Dr. Bing-
ham?

DR. BINGHAM: I do.
Da. Duaorr: Well, thank you

very much, I would like to make
one More point

CHAIIMAN Ruin.: Excuse me,

but let me mention Just one more
point on that, to kve you an ides,
In the days when Truman Kelley and
Ruch and Terman were putting out
the Stanford Achievement Test, they
furnished a wealth of information
about those tests. Now, the current
edition of the Stanford Achievement
Tezt does not posies that wealth of
information. As a matter of fart, that

f At
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maittO is nonexistent. In other words,
the World Book Company is slipping,
I think, from the days when it had the
influence of these early. pioneers in
the testing movement.

DR. Duaorr: May I my that that
manual was written and only the un-
timely death of Dr. Ruch prevented
its publkation, and that the later
Metropolitan Series is accompanied by
a manual of the sort you describe.

I would like to make what seems
to me a much more penttrating com-
ment on this whole problem; that is,
that the tem authors, after all, are
the ones who should be pressuring the
publishers and not the other way
around. You do the publishers a great
deal of *or in suggesting that they
should be the ones to set the standards
but, after all, hilorically speaking, the
publishers hasp only been f.he medium
by means of whkh the production of
a profesional group of this eon has
reached the public, and it certainly is
ah odd circumstance when the pub-
lisher has to pressure the profession
to gi*e the information that the pro-
fession should give in its own right.

Da. SRAMORR: Mr. Chairman, I
don't want to quibble with your state-
ments but I would like to see the docu-
ment some time. I would like to speak
to a more fundamentirprohlem.

The discimion by the panel today
turned out to be pretty t;iuch a discus-
sion of the nature and quality of
yslittatkin research and only inciden-
tiny was it a discussion of what should
go in the test mutual. Even Or. Con-
cad's rather cogent remarks, whkh

more dirt tly concerned with

manuals, revolved around that prob-
lem. The implkatior. is sometfines
given that the publisher is responsib:e
for all the validatiqn rematch, We
like to pride ourselves as psychologists
not as publisheri but as psychol-
ogiststhat we have a free working
world in which all users of tests are
free to do research. I think it is a
matter of record that for mom of th'e

tests now exieting the bulk of the vali-
dation research was not done by the
author and was hot done at the coot
of the publisher, but we's done by in-
dependent, free-operating psycholo-
gists, wherever 'they happened to be. ,

I think that is good. I think it is
necessary. rt ie independent. When
a test publisher puts together a manu-
al, his chief source of information is
not the suthor but the hundred and
one, perhaps five hundred and one,
test users who will share the informa-
tion with him. I can report that, for
most of the manuals which I have
been mponible for editing, the best
validation research has not necessarily
been the author's, but it has been in-
dependent research by univerity peo-
ple, by personnel people, and by school
Intfl.

That ties in with the notion that
Dr. Conrad gave a While isgo, that
publishers have a responeibaity for
servking their tests. I think we do
have a responsibility for servicing our
tests, and if we could raise the prices
high enough, we could have a pity-
h ol o gist in each package. That ought

to work.
Let me Fire you some economics

on this. A test uwr who purchates

rsn
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&built $300 worth of tests a year calls
its by long distince And says, "i'm
being heckled because some of your
tests aren't too good." Therefore, we
sent Al Wessnan out, at a cost of
$200, to find out what goes on in
that community. The rest of you
paid for that trip. The $2oo cost of
that trip could not come out of the
$300 a year that this one school pays
for that special service. We did it be-
cause We thought we had a hot epot
that needed some fixing and it did.

Now, the important thing is that
the test publisher cannot give that
kind of service Ut of comic book
prices for tests. If tests are to be sold
on a service basis, then.there must be
a service fee attached, and Iles pub.
lisher can go only so far in that. We
do our very best bif trying various
meth.lds of publicity, issuing report,
and making opeeches at various places.
ltilaybe we don't do too well. We do
about as well as ha-a-week clerks
like us can do in the short time we
have evadable to do it. But that is all
we csn do.

I think the responsibdity for the
quality of tests an:' -heir usage does
not reside in The puwaher but in the
fifty or sixty graduate schools of this
country who train test users.

CHAIIRMAI Btla011: I should like
to let you in on another little eecret.
Ordinarily, I don't say nice things of
th$ test publishers, that is, with respect
,0 their tests or themanuals, but when
Ole manual (or the l)iiierential Apti-
milt. Teat battery by Bennett, St*,
diore, and Wesman came out I WU

deeply moved by the unusual in-

5

formation they were giving n that
manual that I wrote a congratulatory
note to the publishers. That is the
only dme that has ever happened
although I did have a little postscript
in it saying, "However the main part
of the section Off validity, is yet to
come." Nevertheless, it was, I think,
a very fine, honest manual and they
made the statement without any quali-
ficadon that they did not have the
dats on validity and that they warned
the tett user that it would be forthcom-
ing, 'and it has been coming out in
looseleaf form.

Are there any other questions?
Da. Hour: I want to say, first,

that I have no particular test publisher
Of testing organixatibn to defend.
Second, that I was very much im-
pressed by the list of criteria that Dr,
Conrad gave as necesiary for qualify-
ing a test or giving adequate informa-
tion about a test. I think it is ex-
tremely im?ortant, and I think some-
thing should be done about it. I would

/ lace to get some kind of an estimate
from Dr. Conrad as to how much
thinks it would cost to provide
kind ol' service that he suggests a
bureau. Now, I think it would be an
extremely good idea if it would work,
but T PM going to stick my neck out
and t'ren I am going to ask Dr. Con-
rad to stick his neck out, because by
my high-speed electronic computer,
hove Jun caltulated that to provide
all the information that he wants and
which he has every right to expect, an
average test would cost the user, let's
say, roughly two or three hundred
times as much as it does at presint. I
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would be interested to know what he
thinks it would cost.

De. CFMIRAD: I probably think the
same as you do, but I would make
this mervation, that the second form
of a test could be treated in more
summary fashion than the first: that
is to say, the second form would have
ir certain amount of validity by re-

, semblance, let us say, to the first form.
That is not ideal. There should be,
perhaps, a thorough check every dec-
ade, shall we say, in the case of a
repetitiv test, but the cost of,daing
good work is ertainly an inhibiting
factor.

During the war, I think that some
very finy work was dam in ths con-
struction and vididation of tests in the
Air Forces, in the Adjutant General's
Office, and for the Navy, most of it,
or a good part of it at any rate, under
the Applied Psychology Panel and in
the Navy itself. I don't think that
any individual organisation at present
could afford to du a thorough job on
many testa. I di) think thet the conc
citnets have to be educated to being

Aling to pay more for tests which are
certified Sy some central impartial
agency in which they can have faith.

Di. 'Lusts: Mr. Chairman, slis
plan pi Dr. Conrad's seems to coin-
ride with the 'plan of the Committee
vn Diagnostic Deinces of the Clinkal
Section of the American Pathologic
cal Aseociation whkh is attempting to
do something about the plethora of
pers.:10k' tests that are fiooding the
market. Not much can be dnne about
tNe tens already in existence, but the
propikal of this committee is that

whenv r a new test arrives (and they
arrive, as Dr. Shaffer said, alma* one
a month), ten centers be selected
throughout the country which will at-
tempt to duplkate the results obtained
by the test-maker on a similar popula-
tion. If the test claims ire found to
be velid, an unoScial stamp of ap-
proval might be given by this com-
mittee. ,''

The field of personality tests is a
little different front the field of edu-
cational achievement tests because the
composition or the population dealt
with very largely determines the out-
come. We might expect the tet two
or three try-outs of this nsethod to
arrive at contrary results. In such in-
stances I hope tbst wt could obtain
the data in the various centers and
see why the este worked well in Cen-
ter A and not in Center R This could
supply us with information not only
about the ms , but also about the com-
parability of patient classification in
various centers.

I wan to take this opportuni' ty to
comment about, Profaner Ilhaffer's
statement regarding the relative val-
ues of interviews and tests. I think
the skills of interviewing are in dan-
ger of vanishing in the psycholoiical
field There seems to be a growing
tendency to have less and lea reliance
on the interview and depend more
and mare on such diegnostic tools as
projective tens. There has been too
much dependence on ink blots and
simaer devices at the eaperm of the
hask approach to undergo, ling per.
sonality through interview. This is a
good example of placing the cart he.

E 84]
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/cut the horse. Rorschach himself, for
esarnpk, hued his unfinished attempt
at the validity of his test on interviews
with patients conducted either by him-
self or by the referring psychiatrist.

I think this attempt at hiding be-
hind unvalidated tests is very unfor-
tunate. It seems to me that we ought
to recapture the kind bf procedures
that Colonel Bingtam wrote about
fifteen or twenty years ago in hia book
on interviewing and instead of hiding
behind tests which in turn depend
upon interviews, standardize -the in-
terview itself, through recordings and
modern rating scale techniques. Then
if the diagnostic aids are found to be
useful, all the more power to them.
But unta the evaluation of the inter-,
view itself is etandardized, there is
hitle hope of validating the WM which
depend on them for aliaidation.

CHAMMAN Btraos: Are there any
other comments?

De. MAINuss.: I want to make a
point that I think hu not been made
sufficiently well. We have been talk-
ing about what publisher ought to
put in his manual, as if the consumers
were to be members of this group or
members of other groups similanly
trained. Well, that just isn't true.
That is unrealistic,

We need something more than the
things that have been emphasised .to
this point. It is not hare to get such
validity data and relfabdity data Si
we have been talking about, but it is
in eq.cerdinglY diltcult thing to ex-
plain the materials to the consumer
in terms that he can understand--and
I am OW 'peaking merely ut the fie.

mentary teacher and the high school
teacher, although I am speaking of
them; but I am speaking also of many
counselors.

It happens that I have something
to do with a counseling bureau at the
university lenl. We have very intel-
ligent people among our group, but
one thing with which we have to
struggle contently * to get some
common-sense interpretation of wlift
a test means, plus what it shows in a
case under consideration.

One other point: I think we are
overdoing this matter of prediction as
the objective of testa. I cannot egret
with the implication that if you give
an ACE, you will not need a test of
English for the sure population. We
have plenty of evidence now, as far
es that goes, that in some cases you
will get about as good a correlation
wkh the Q score as with the L score,
but does that mean we should not
have both? The answer depends on
what you want to do with the scores.
In many eituations it is not merely a
matter of lotildng ahead to see what
the individual will probably do, but of
helping 'him to get a program that
will fit into his needs. Frequently we
need tests that, so far as correlations
are concerned, do not give us any-
thing more then some test already
adminitered has given, but do give us
a better idea of what the indW lual is_

Ma. Lawson: in ell these castiga-
tion% of the publisher and author, it
seems to me I detect a premise th 4t
the more information which ii pro-
vided shout a Nit the way of eddi-
tie oil reliability ,r.nd Islitlity data,
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norms and soon, the more effectively
the lett can be used or will be wed.
While I think in princiPle one might
agree with that, in practice it teems
to me that that is only true within
hmits, and very decidedly is it true
in relation to the competence andfre
sophistication of the tut user.'

We have to distinguish in, our
thinking among types of tests with
respect to the amount and complexity
of information which is May to be
used with widom, prudence, and
good sem by the ordinary .user of a
given type of test.

To make this specific, we have had
A little experience in providing sev-
eral varietie$ of normative data for
elementary school achievement tests,
And a very common ruction is one of
confusion on the part of the test user
u to which kind of norms he should
Ise or cae use most effectively. It is
the exception where we find that
there it an enrichment of Interpreta-
tion or an improveMent in the use

of the teat by virtue of having the
mukipkity and proliferation of nor-
mative data.

I would not want to suggest that
we should discontinue any efforts to
get additional data about tews; ter-
ninly no% But what I am saying ia
that to ,rovide this additional Wm.
mAtion, Aohkh without douht is very
useful, maybe to people suO) as the
people of this group, who are 4ens4.
like to the issuts involved and can tot
this additional information well, the
k of the product muu he inr Teased,
with no mnitTlipiltlainit int.resie in the
ttirv.tivenek, with whoth the ordinary

'user can use the instrumentAnd I
ant thinking mostly of elementary
school etachersst an reamed cost

to them, There limits to the
10101/At 0 material that the

user of given types of owls
can digest and we well, and that is
certainly one limiting factor, etrictly
from an economic standpoint, on 'the
extent to which an author and pub-
lisher can go along with the desire
for added information.

I want to add another obanration
on Dr. Conrad's suggestion that the
publieher and the author script a re-
consaelity, for preventing their tests
from being abused, again tLinkirig vi
the analogy with the drug dispenser
or the pharmaceutical manufecturer
who label their wares with cautionary
notes, contraindkations And so on.
Well, the number of ways in which a
test er trot score can be abused is
legion. We ceruinly could make a
catalog of the ,thinp that a person
should not try to do with an denten,
tary achievement test, an aptitude test,
or an intelligence test. But I have a
feeling that if we were to cetalog all
those things and say in the manual,
"Now, don't try to do this, don't try
to do the other with this test," we
would be pretty much in the position
of telling kids not to put beans in
their ears. Moe of them never would
have thought of these things unlesa
we had put it in their minds in the
first place. There are certain gyms
mistakes which you know frpm ea.
perience are t "minority made with
certain types of rests. Well, naturally,
you safeguard against Show. Out I
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don't think you can go srry far in
trying to anticipate all the foolish or
mischievous things thin an uninformed
tem user is likely tu do.

If I can add just one final word,
again reprewntin; the vested Mter-
ens. I would like to observeand this
steno; from repened experience in
these sessions on what publishers ought

to dothat I think the sessions would
be far more productive if, instead of
damning publishers and authors more
or less generkally, and then saying,
"Oh, we don't mean you' and .'we
thn't mean you," whei Seethore and
Durost get up-,.

CHAIRMAN Boar By the way, I
didn't go down tha line very cu.
jun warn you

ML Laments:: 'Thies all right,
Maybe you went own the line as far
iut we can go. r, tees start with
the next publisher or author on the
lit and say, "Now, this is what_we
mean," and if we a :a going to damn,
kOrrariin in a concrete and not in $

-1-t,en-rk form, so that those
will have a chance to speak to

the point.
Ctearlatatt Buaosr, Dr. Conrad,

do you care to comment on this at all?
Da. COMillAu Well, 11 think that
ilittinction hat to be niade behireen

the ten me and the tett purchater.
The ele cots/ school teacher is
q an 2gent who uw. the tett
at the reqiititt of her principal or
het vuperintendent., It W quite pilible
that the teacher aim he given a very
rn,411 omphfied cookbook to go with
the- test Wit if the purchater, the
wperinttrident, or the principal, is go-

(
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ing in make an intelfirm
then he hat to ku sv, in-
telfigeoce. Urt;rie t,14,..utic4,.is

a fActui ci s wtli tv: YA.:,16. by

.4aletanarishivi instead of V. tnCrit..
Tgerefore, I would sug},Kst t).tt
wh;ile it is impossib`;, or not &ie./gilts.
to put a. whole book into each rianual,
nevertheless the information should
be on tap at 'an seturance that ,the,
author knouts what he is talking .about
and that the publisher knows what
he is tryitg tow11:

Csiataasmc &mos; Do you want
to talk to Dr. Conrad's remarks, br.
lArgt#

Da. town: I think the point
which has just been made should be
an indication 0 olty we are having
lo much .dilliculty. If all the informs-,
lion that you needed for every tett
were provided in the manual, you
would find that it wouid be impoo-
,ibk for spy one'human being to read
all of CJI would suggett therefore
that the next thing we do with every
test manw is to include wit it
r,,ading test. Wa could find 'out the
uegree to whkh they can get the gen-
eral,.over-all view. What is thh test
about? They could get specific detail*
of where the information about the

in the manual, and then per-
hapt, check the kind of iderrncri tht
if ft titer csn mabe

It seems, certainly, from the kind
of talk that he been going' on here
tod4v, i.hat either the people do not
know what they are talkin4 sitiut or
they do n krow how tn trove ti.nm
one level in anott,et The idea of
having an expectin, y. table for a
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Votm such As till'IA iSt A rather ingen-
itity One, hut I think if you knew
%eh lt a correlation coeSdent is,

voti should b.: able to move to an ex-
pettancy talk, if you' have any rela-
tionships reported. 10 the relotionships
arr. not of the quantitative but of the
quahtstive form, then 1 can we Ike
point in th; expectancy table.

It seems to me that we ate trying
o do too many tMnp with-too many

people it the same now.
The'.Isist :point I would like io

brink to the attention of the group
is that there is a serious problem here
in public telationt, We lihve assumed,
hecause there is a group of people
who call `themselves ethkal pharma-
Veiny or ethkal pharmaceutical menu-
torturer% that they are itto facto ethi.
cal. Let me assure you thet the num..
her of people who miiuse drugs is
mulch greater than the number of'
people who misuse tens.

Csitintt All [SWIM I , ould like
to check with the membe of my
panel to $nd out whether any of them
hove any further cortIllielltil they
would like to make. Would you bite
to ou;ke any comments, De. Dresself

Its, Dasisrt.; One final one, per-
No. I !hint, iMs matter that came

About the use of an English test
where is Scholattic Aptitude Tett t!«
krady teing owd iit a rather im,
1,44tant thMg, It fits right into the
philishrhy the I wag" trying 49 Vrt nut

11 my talk.
I cannot wistieWe the Fnallah rk.-

p,,,tment or", my campus heir g ar all
unified 'with ny placement or vc .
tiontng bawd on A rlic)14,14stic Aptitude

Test, even if it"shows a higher cot-
Haitian wish grades in Englitlythan
does all English test. I think we
midht also ask the ques.kin, If it be-
anies evident that a Scholastic Apti-
tude Test don correlate more highly
with grades, may there not he some-
thing wrong with what is being done
in that English course?

Cildustatate %mos: Dr. Shaffer*
do you 4,11re to make any additional
temarks?

Mt. &tweak: Throughout all of
our discusui9n today there has cn
agreement with a pervasive but un-
acknowledged philosophy. We want
tests that ket practical, that will work,
and that wal correlate with definite
criteria. The recent celebration of the
ninetieth &shay of John, Dtwey,
brings to ,nind the source of our
phiosophy. We were all nurtured on
John Dewey.

Tbe two contrary attitudes about
penonality tests that I mentioned ear-
her *rise from different bask ate of
values. One view bolds that personal-
ity can oniy be experienced ewheti.
(idly, or ptrhaps even poetically; that
there sit basic truths about people
that tranxend.criterie or ptactical sp.
*mons. A 'War phaamphy can
be fmind in game expresied viewi
Plow achievement tests. It may be
that English composition, or some
other !Abject matter, is worth while
in its own right, without regard In
whether it correiates wih or will pre-
dict anythinE eh(

In both personality tests and
.4 hievecrent testIr nut SUoport of I
pragmaty, ri,,ition, our inistente that

1
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tests mint be useful mind valid in the
vole that they correl te with criteria,
is an expression o our phuosophic
value'. We like 4hoee values, And
acknoivietoge ou1 intellectual descent
from John Pew", and 'William
James. But (Asher cultum and other
, ras may a t other philosophies, and

we must a4tntt that we do not necetr
%airily have the iiitimate tn,ths.

C It AMMAN Buaos: I wonder if
ti.ere is a chance, Dr. Kelley, that you
would care to make a few remarks?

Da. KaLurtr: Naturally, I am
very mi.04. interested J;ii almost every-

thing that has been said. Pmetically
all of it has touched me penonally M
one way oi another. I certainly added
my share of =Otis in tirfmr..?,-..fiut
the heat on, and Walter Bitil&.i.ixt has
been one of my supporter* tik 1,che

matter, Wr hive tried to put tt; heat

on, and tried to get not only VAlf:ti,011

AO puhliihen but usen as well to
depend upon infotination about tell-.
ability And validity that they were not
accustomed to deptnd upon.

I don't know 4 IN succesful we
have been. Certainly, in a group like
this, I know without a doubt that you
peopk have a dependence upon plw-
mimeo*, of reliability and validity that

iiild not be paralleled when the test-
ing movement started, i>s Oscar
Burns mid now, because I Mik it
started some little time ago. It MAI ed
hack in the days of Thw ,dikt and
'fidlegas and even culier. Rut you
depend upon evidence of reliability
and validity, probabihty distrihutons,
and so forth, in a degree and to an

extent which, to me, is' very encourag,
ing. It is a degree-ald ma extent that
did not exist not so very many years
ago. If you depend upon it, k is go-
ing to tread. It is going to spread
to publishers and test users.

Now, just how tnuch theuser can
digest, I do itot know. I would like
tai mention one little device, and then
ask Dr. Dome, perhaps, whether the
public has digestedjt. In an early form
of the Stanford Achievement Test,
we had a profile, and we put on that
profile a litde bar that iodkated the
Ike of the probable error or a score.
That was the first time that west used,

\' remember that the publisher,
.7.4 villa the World Book Coni-

oath mid, "Well, we don't want
that. Nobody knows what it tneani."
I via; "It it Tether ineem4ikuous; it
isn't going to be' ney errious, so just
put irin." We had these prcibabk-
error Sirs on the profile, and the vote
at this point had this protaible error,
and the Stare St that point had this
one. Today,; would Me to do it over
again and haveatandards ertorv, but,
anyway, we had those, T would !Om
to ask Walter Durost, has that been
digested?

DR. Duaostr: I am afraid that ttie
answer. to that is definitely, "No,"
but the bar ia still there. We hope that
"Mt day oomenedy w01 pay atten-
tion.

Dts. Kau,:ar think, perhaps,
Dr. Buros, I wil not mak? any fur.
thee remarks. One can talk almest

lv,t we have had such a 64c
session of dicussion that it ir not nec.
tom to go on at all. I thank you.

149 )
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citmassaar &lam Thank you
very much, Dr. Kelley. I shouldAike
to leAva jult one tho.ght with you--

that is, there is a. danger here,
where we set up the objective of what

than you are doing nmr,land I should
. he glad to make pugjnions to puh-
-lishers as to ho hey can give us some

informs , whkh t/ley possess in
the' ces, at very lint I n any, extra

We should ldte trot publishers and test,-tiense.
aurlihrs to supply. We are men*ing It has been very dicii1t for me to
all ol thew particular thingi which keep out of this afterndon meeting

more than I have. I just slem to'want
to talk all the time. I atiotdd be V'ery
glad to \have one of these'bureaus of
trat entuation set up so that it would

Me to take a rest and not try
to p t out any more MONItid Mearwe-
moo Yetorboal. I should be very
glad, to go out of businem

we wouki we are not
mentioning alli.but quite a large num.*
her, _lust bkallie you cannot aupply
n.4 with all of this information is cer-
tainly no argument that you should
corvinue your past practice: You can
make prOgress in the ditection of giv-
ing' wi more adequate information

I #41 I
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